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THE FIRST EXPLOSION. 
AT the last meeting of the Chicago Board of Education, Prin-cipal E. 0. Vaile, of the Clark School, was requested to re-
sign for qndue sev.erity in the punishment of a child, and ,a rule 
of the B0ard was pas'sed by a two-thirds vote prohibiting corpor-
al 'puni~hment in the schools. Mr. Vaile positively refuses to 
resign, asser~ing ~hat resignation would be a confession of guilt, 
whereas he ' affirms that he punished under the express consent 
and advice of the Superintenqent, and with a severity justified 
and oc<;asioned by the resistance of the boy. 
In a justice court, which is very different in Chicago from a 
- court 0f justice, he was fined $10, and an 3..>sistant who initiated 
the row was fined $3. Two youthful philanthropists on the 
.Board, Mr. Stone .and Mr. Richberg, have taken great interest 
in the rpatter and are determined to crowd Mr. Vaile to the . 
wan. 
Ther~ is nQ 'doubt that Mr. Vaile was imprudent in striking 
the firs~ blow. The WEEKLY warQed him and all the other 
teach.ers of Chicago against such a course when Mr. Doty issued 
'his penal c~de showing fourteen ways of punishing children, 
which we compa,red at the time to the sevtD corporal works of 
mercy and the seven deadly sins. But once in for it, Mr. Vaile 
had nothing to do but fight it out with the boy. He was new 
to"tile sch~ols of Chicflg!>, unacquainted with our customs and 
traditions, .aQd naturally took the advice of Mr. Doty rather 
than that of the WEEKI.Y, with whicQ. he 'had had some difference 
Mr. Vaile' will be beaten in this controversy, although he is 
undoubtedly the one entitled to the' sympathy of teache~ . . He 
is the victim of a weak administration rather than his own weak- ' 
ness or indiscretion, for a strong hand at the helm · would ha~e 
sa~ed him from himself. He will probably sue the Board monthly 
for his salary and collect, if precedents count for anything, but 
this course will only serve to bring the Board into contempt with-
out any ultimate personal or professional benefit. 
The action of the Board in prohibiting whipping on the oc-
casion of this outbreak was of course hasty and ill-advised. It 
will put into the minds if not into the actions and mouths of all 
the children, "Whatever I do, you da's'n't touch me.," It will 
produce a state of demoralization, that nothing but severe flogging 
will undo. It has precipitated the schools into 'a sit-uation from 
which Mr. Pickard repeatedly saved them. But it IS providen-
tial, after all, if it is enly the beginning of the end. 
The press of San Francisco is making free charges of cor-
ruption in the Board of Education 'in the recent selection of text-
books for the schools. The blame is attached primarly to the 
new constitution; which took the selection of text-books out of 
the hands of the state b.lard and placed it in tiJe hands of the 
county board as being a body nearer the people and therefore 
more directly responsible if not more trustworthy. We know 
little of the details of the campaign, but fancy that the ch~g.e~ 
of corruption are gratuitous. The list chosen contains 1)ooks 
that no educator could refuse to commend and in their adoption 
the end was good, whatever might have been the means? • 
The publisher of the N~w England Juurna( of Education, Mr. 
T. W. Bicknell,· has announced his intentions of establishing a 
journal devoted to higher education. In this we think he rightly 
interprets the sentiments of the best and foremost tducators of 
this country. As has been shown by the WEEKLY, the sphere of' 
the 'ordinary, popular journal of education must lie between the 
higher and the lower grades, though overlapping both<. Or- · 
necessity the weekly journal excludes long articles, though ' of 
great permanent value, and devotes itself rather to eancational 
news and methods of teaching. But the more pretentious mont-h· .' 
Iy or quarterly ma.y give permanent expression to the ino~t 
mature thought on educational matters, and may cleal with the 
philosophy of education in a more satisfactory way than IS 
possible to a weekly. '.
In the proposed jo,;!rnal Mr. Bicknell will provide for: 
I. Criliquu and Rf!vi~ws. 
2. Educational History and . .Biograplry. 
3. Secondary Education in all ils PIlaus. 
4. Supervision and l'formal ItlslructiotJ. 
S. Science, Art, and Philology. 
6. Industrial Education. 
7. Translations fr.o11l · Forezg~ Reviews. 
8. Currml Educational Literature. 
9. Educational Prog"~!s. 
_ of,opipion, and now th~t he is intro!Jble Mr. Doty of C0urse de- , 
'serts him, ~yiDg to 'an interviewer, "It is true I advised corporal 
10. Editorial. 
II. Book R~views. 
. punishIl).ent ; but I put it at the far end of the list of penalties." . To th~s' enterprise the WEEKLY 
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it can command. There is no question as to the want of-such 
a journal. It could be well edited and . supplied with valuable 
articles; the only uncertainty lies in the degree of pecuniary 
support by way of subscriptions which those interested would be 
ready to give. TheIr number is large enough, and their purse is 
large enough, and we believe their librali+y is also large enough 
to afford Mr. Bicknell all the assurance of success which he may' 
need. Indeed, we have to acknowledge that in th is matter, so 
great has been our confidence in the better class of educational 
men and women of the country, we are simply anticipated by 
one whose facilities and experience better fit him for the under-
taking. The publishers of the WEEKLY had already formed 
plans and opened a correspondence for the accomplishment of 
a similar' project, but they cheerfully yield the field to one whose 
past successes are evidence of his superior fitness for so grand 
and important an undertaking. 
CHICA GO SALARIES. 
THE week, educationally, has been lively in Chicago. At the meeting of the Board on Friday evening the sala-
ries of principals were fixed substantially as the WEEKLY 
recommended, to wit,: Principals ot full grammar schools, $1,· 
500, $1,600, $1,,700, _according ~o the year of service. Princi-
pals of mixed grammar and primary schbols,f,I,IOO, $1,200, $r,-
250, ,on the same basis as the above. Principals of pI imary 
schools, $900 to $750, by specification . H ead Assistants, $850. 
Assistant teachers were not raised. One member stated that the 
schedule adopted in committee of the whole would exceed the 
appropriation. If this idea prevails, the good work done in 
raising salaries will be undone this week, for the scheme was 
adopted only as the report of the committee of the whole and 
awaits confirmation by the Board. But the statement of that 
member is not correct. With the scheme adopted last week the 
Board will still have $40,000 dedicated to sal~ries of teachers by 
. the common council t\1at they will not know what to do with. 
The fact is that there is n9Rody on the Board or in its office ca-
pable of calculating the exact sum needed, for the records are 
in-so mixed- a condition that .it is impossible from them to deter-
miJle how many teachers are on the fir.st, how many on the third, 
fourth, fifth, and subsequent years of service. But the WEEKr.y, 
from long acquaintance with the schools and frem sources inde-
Pendent of the muddled records of the cle~k is able to presen t , -
. the matter so clearly to the Board before the next meeting as to 
, o~lige them not only to continue th~ liberal policy outlined in 
'~ehalf of the principals but to extend it to the assistants also. 
. At the last meeting Inspector Brenan moved an· increase of 
$50 to each grade of assistant teachers, but he was voted down 
by the Doty members marshalled by Richberg. The latest prop-
osition is to take from the ,proposed increase of the principals' 
salaries and give to the salaries of'the assistants; but this in view 
of the munificent appropriation of the council-$663,000-is 
wholly unnecessary. . 
I While this paper .is in the press-room and mailing department, 
the editors' and business office" t?gether with the compositors, 
~ype, etc., are on their way fnom Rooms 81 and 86 Ashland 
Block to 63 and 65 WaShington Street, where all facilities for of-
fice w?rk and printing will be materially enlarged. 'lYhen the 
WEEKLY entered Ashland Block, nearly two .years ago, it was 
with' the expectation that there would be no necessity for removal 
or several years., but within that short 'peri~d the bu~iness-of 
pri~ting alone has doubied and trebled. Instead of two forms 
a week to be sent to p~ess, as at first, our enlarged paper, .the 
publication of the monthly editions, and considerable work of a 
similar character for other publishers, has rendered it necessary 
for us to send out seven or more large forms every week. This 
could not be done with any kine ,of convenience, a~d was ob-' 
jected to by the proprietor of the building, which is used chiefly 
for offices. . 
Besides this the stock of books and school merchandise which 
had begun to accumulate in our office-that we might be' able tq 
meet promptly all <;lemands for . the same-called loudly for mor~ 
room, to say nothing of the additional stock which it was desira-
ble to have on hand. . 
At present we have plenty of elbow room, but our plans for 
increasing the amount of business in the two departments Qf 
me;chandise and printing will, if successful, soon fill all the waste 
places. In the department or"printing, especially, we.intend to 
provide whatever may be necessary for the execution of first-
class work. Besides two or three books of our own, now undeF 
way, we shaH be prepared to print and publish any books OF 
papers, as well as "job work" of all kinds, in first class style. If 
any of our readers have programs, catalogs, pamphlets, cards, let-
ter heads, announcements, annual reports, or other educational 
printing to be done, they are invited to send to us for estimates . . 
And n0W that the WEEKLY has announced itself "at home" 
in its new quarters, it extends a cordial invitation to all to "coD)e 
and see us," and if we can do anything for you, it will afford us 
pleasure to be 
Your humble Servants, 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
The Complete History and Ch,'onology of Ihe Two Anw:ican Co".linmls, from 
the Earlie5t Discoveries to the pn:sent day. Embracmg a penod of nearly 
.900 year.. -
This magnificent work is a combination of six celebrated workS 
~f American history, to which is appended a detailed histoT}' to 
the present time by competent wnters. ' The six works selected 
for the body of suC;h a great volume are Belknap's complete biog-
raphies of the .Early Discoverers, 48 in all; Robertson's Complete 
History ot South America, Mexico, and .Central America, the 
only complete history of that continent ever published; Gra-
harne's History of North America; Ramsay's History of the ' 
U nited States- ~ Hubbard's history of the Early Indian Wars;' and 
Church's History of King Phillip's War. To these is added a 
complete chronology of 100 pages, being a complete epitome of 
all the events of importance and interest connected with the, 
-Western Hemisphere' from the year 458 to the present time. 
Nothing need be said in praise of. works so well known and of 
such acknowledged mel it. It is the union of all these i,n 
one volume, and pulished at a price much less than they can 
be procured for separately, that ' renders the volume invaluable ' 
for ,th,e library. A copy of Hubbard's lndian Wars alone ~as 
recently sold at l!uction in New York for $100, and a copy of 
Chur-ch's Ki'ng Phiilip's war sold in match, 1879, for $-150, 'at 
an auction of the Brinley collection in New York. 
As Ii work of reference in libraries, its value can not be es,ti-
mated. I It is equ.jvalen~ in bulk to 6000 octavo pages, or ~welve 
octavo,Volumes of 500 pages each. It is sold by subscription,and 
agencies are now being established. Allen & WiUmarth, the pub--, 
lisher~, may be address~ at No. 4 ~ond street, Ne"f York . 
. \ 
. .. 
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WO;'ds and Numbtrs. A lesson book for Primary schools. By Henry E, 
Sawyer A. M. associate principal of State Normal schl)ol, New Britain. 
Conn. 'Boston': Thompson, Brown & Co. Chicago: Thos. H. Bush, 
' agent, 70 Metropolitan block. By mail for examination, 18 cen·s. 
This manual has the advantage of many of its kind, in that it 
was used in manuscript for two years before Its publication. It is the 
work of an earnest, thorough, and sensible teacher. It is original in 
design and attractive in its style: "It is desi~ned for the second 
year in the primary school, that is, for children who have read a 
Primer or First Reader; and, with the exception of a Reader, is the 
only book they will need in school that year. On each page the 
work for one week is prescibed. This consists of :-1.' A mot-
to or sentiment to be learned and recited. This also serves as the 
copy for writing lessons through the week. 2. Four short spell · 
in~ lessons. These are not always of short words, bMt al"-ays of 
words with which the children are familiar, or which they have 
occasion to use. 3. Tables in addition, subtraction, multipli-
, cation, or divison. 4. A large number of carefully graded exam · 
. pIes for slate work in the fundamental operations of arithmetic. 
5. Four topics for oral lessons on behavior, morals, hygiene, 
plants animals, points ofthe compass, place, geo~. raphy, measures, 
or natural phenomena." , 
Teachers of little experience will find a few pages of valuable 
suggestions and models for oral lessons at the close of the volume. 
This little book is really a gem, and should at least be in the 
posession of everyone interested in the best means of teaching 
young children. 
REPORTS AND PAMPIHETS R.ECEI'VED. 
Annual Report of the Wisconsin Geological Survey for the year 1879. By 
T. C. Chamberlin, Chief Geologist: 
Fourteenth Annual Report of the State B,lard of Education, showing the 
condition of the Public Schools of Maryland, for the year ending Sept. 30, 
1879. 'M. A. Newell, Secretary. ' 
Tenth Annual Report of the Board of Education, togetner with the Thirty-
fifth Annual Report of the Commissioner of Public Schools of Rhode Island, 
January, 1880. Thomas B. Stockwell, Commissioner of Public Schools, Prov-
idence. 
Twenty-sixth Annual R;eport of the State Commissioner of Common Schools 
to the General Assembly of the state of Ohio, for the school year ending Aug. 
31, 1879. James J' Burns, Commissioner. 
LITERARY NOTES. 
_Hon. 'Eugene Schuyler writes from Rome that he has received prop .sals 
from Messrs. Joseph Seligman & Co ,the well-known puolbhers at Sto.ck-
llolm, Sweden, for permission to translate and publish h's life of Peler the 
Great, now running in Scr£bntr's Monthly, in the Swedish language, and 
from the house of Schmitzdorff & Co., St. Petersburg, for p~rmission to pub-
lish in the Russian language. ' It is prcbable, that, on its complelion in Scrib-
ner, the ~ork will be published simultaneously in at least five countries, aJid 
perhaps more. 
_Scribner's MOllthlv for May, contai'.ling Stedman's essay on Poe, -;['h 
the froritispiece portrait engraved by Cole, DeVillne's article on "Wood,Cut 
Printing," "The Younger American Painters," "The New Yurk Seventh Reg-
iment," etc., etc., is already out of print. 
_Presley Blakston, Philadelphia, bas begun the publication of Tht Intd-
ligmctr, a monthly periodical designed to furnish, together witq scientific and 
medical intelligence, complete lists of medical and scientific books rubli. hed 
during the preceding month, at h~me ,and abroad, with ~uch information 
about them and their authors as may seem interesting to its readers. 
Subscription price, 50 cents per annum. 
-The Omaha High School journal, which some time ago discarded its 
early mission, bas now changed its name also, and appear' as the Omaha 
Home 1ournal, though it still claims to be a "journal of education." Better 
drop 'that expression, too, friend MtCartney, and practice what you 'preach 
(to us), and preach what you practice. By the way we observe also that this 
popular editor lias bec;n made City Cle.rk of Omaha, but he proposes to place 
;~e l#urnal in ~ood ha~ds \lnd c;ontinue its publication. ' 
-Tht Schoolmaster Abroad is the name of a monthly journal publisued 'in 
Uniontown, Alabama. One number only has reached the office ot the WOK-
LY. In it we find these sentiments: 
"We unhesitatingly pronounce the public school system of this, and other 
. Southern States, a gigantic f raud. 'Conceived in ~in, and born in iniquity,' 
an incubus fastened upon our shoulders by the late war, w~ich, like 'the old 
man ~f the Sea,' we ca~not get rid of, it. never ~as nor nevee will accomplish 
anythmg towards ~leval1ng those whom It Wl!oS mtended tl? benefit. Instead 
of being a b/tssing, public schools are absolutely a curse to the country. They 
on'ly serve to cripple private schools and to lower the dignity of the profes-
sion of teaching to a scramble after 'the loaves and fishes.' Let us have a 
perfect system, or none at all . . We are opposed to the whole system frQm 
principle." . 
-The Boston UniversilY Ytar Book, Vol. VII., has recently mnde its ap-
pearance. It is a volume of 150 pages, and furnishes much interesting infor-
mation respecting that celebrated institution of learning. It shows a summary 
of 127 students in the College of Liberal Arts, 28 in the College of Music, 
18 in the College of Agriculture, 60 in the School of Theology, 149 in the 
School of Law, 113 in the School of Medicine, 39 in the School of All Sci. 
ence',-a total of 510, after deducting repetitions; 113 of these are women, 
and 397 men. 
-George D. Newhall S, Co., of Cincinnati, have just pul..lished a brief 
system of instructic.n for beginners upon the pianoforte, or cabinet , Qrgan, 
called F;rst Twenty Iiours in Music. It was prepared by Robert Challoner, ' 
of Louisville, Ky. Price, 75 cents. ' , 
OUR BOSTON LETTER. 
NEVER, probably, was there a greater rus':! for an educational Report than for the one lately issued by the Secretary of 
the Massachusetts Board. You can only obtain one now as an 
extreme favor. The value of this Report seems to lie wholly iJ.l 
its appendix; in Mr. George A. Walton's account of the radical 
probing of the schools in Norfolk County to find out their actual 
worth. This s_ems to have' differed from other examinations only 
in being extremely thorough, and in having its results most dili· 
gently, wisely, and boldly generalized. These Norfolk folks are 
true disciples of Horace Mann; and in lhe same neighborhood 
with Ad;lms and Parker of Quincy. Some of our wise ones 
shake their heads and regret that so much of our illit~racy bas 
been confessed to the world, but if the world sees straight, it will 
admit that much extraordinary culture is. apparent also. Per-
haps it may be said that Massachusetts can afford to make this 
exhibit of herself. How amused I was, the other day, at certain 
fanciful changes that a witty school boy of mine rung on that 
now famous story of Cyrus. I will send it to the WEEKLY after 
your readers have become familiar with the kaleidoscopic views of 
it in the book. 
Houghton Osgood & Co. have made another change, Mr . .os-
good retirillg to take charge of the immense Heliotype business. 
I wish to commend to your readers one or two books lately pub-
lished bv this liouse: 
The first is on the Manliness of Christ, by Thomas Hughes. It 
presents a j']st but not common phase of tbe Savier's character. 
It ~hallenges for him the highest -respect and honor of the world, 
independently of i!s adoration. He was God among men, gen-
tle and condescending, but consistenHy great amid all the scene'{! , 
in which he mingled. Whatever Thomas Hughes writes will 
command attention in · America. 
The same is true of whatever Joseph Cook utters. His book 
on Labor is full of interest. ,He sometimes mistakes and exag-
gerates, but what a wealth ofinformation! what a p6wer of state-
ment I what subtilty oJ reasoning! what thrusts at error! what 
inesistible presentations of, the truth! , 
One of (he most remarkable 'papers in very recent litel'atul'e 
appeared· not ~ong, ago in the Atlanlic Monlhlj en • ;Certain Dan-
gero~s Tendencies in Ame.rican Life." , :Ehis is now I'epublis~ed 
• 
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. with some other forcible essays on the times in handsome book 
form. Whoever this writer is, he holds a skillful pen, is master 
of a trenchant and racy style, and there . is no doubt, his bold 
suggest~ons will receive the general and profound attention they 
deserv.e. . 
'Allow me a word more in behalf of the Youth's Companton. 
All true educators ought to work for that pure and high style of 
juvenile literature which this excellent periodical represents. We 
cannot better combat the pernicious sheets which are so common 
that they even insinuate themselves into our families and schools, 
than by helping preocupy the field with literature that we heartily 
approve. . E. J. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS: 
George Combe thus describes the establishment of Normal, 
. SchoolS'-in Massachusetts:-The Board of Education had proceed-
ed only a short way in the discharge of its duties, when 1t became 
apparent to them (and it was no new discovery to the' friends of 
education in the state), that a grand impediment to the improve 
ment of schools consisted in the want of properly qualified teach , 
-ers. "It was stated publicly, by a 'member of the School Com-
mittee of a town containing thirty or more school districts, that 
one-half at least of the teachers approved by them would be re-
jected, ollly that it would be vain to expect better teachers for the 
present renumeration·." · When it was maintained as a reason 
against augme~ting the salaries of .teachers, that the state could 
not afford' any increase of its annu'al appropriations for schools, 
the question was put in derision, "Whether something more than 
one-six-h~ndredth p~rt of its welfare might not come from the 
enlightenment of its intellect and the soundness of its morals ?" 
So strong, however, was the aversion of the ' people to submit 
to aqditional taxation, that the Board did not p~opose any speci-
fic measures for improving the instruction of teachers, until, in 
March, 1838, Edmund Dwight, Esq., of Boston, a member of the 
Board, 'authorized the Secretary to offer to the Legislature the sum 
~f $10,000 to be expended in the qualification of teachers of 
Common Schools, on contlition that the Legislature should place 
in the hands of the Board an equal sum to be appropriated to the 
same purpos~. ,A committee ofthe L; gislature reported strongly 
in favor of accepting the offer, and a resolution to do so pa~sed' 
both branehes almost unanimously; and, on the 19th Of April, was 
approved of by the Governor:' After an anxious comparison of 
ill practicable plans, the towns of Lexington and Ba'rre . were se-
lected for the location of two of the Normal Schools; and the 
location .of the third was undecided on" in Febuary 1839 . . The 
two Normal Schools were in successful action when Ileftthe Unit· 
ed States in 1840. 
, In March, 1840, the Bvard of Education, e~tablished in Mass.' 
aehusetts in 1837, with Horace Mann as secretary, sustai'ned a 
notorious attack by lin obstructive party, which advocated its ab-
olition. Amongst other matters, if proposed the abandonment 
of the above Nonnal Schools, saying that ''Perhaps it is not desir-
able that the business of kupingdistrict'Schools should become ci dts · 
_ tinct and separate profession, which the establishment of Normal 
.' Schools seemed to anticipate!" Qn this subject, George Combe 
remal1ks: 
. This is a striking acknowledgmFnt of the low 'state of educa-
tion in the Commonwealtn; and if the Committee had been 
composed of enlightened men, it~ould have perceived that ,this 
fact furniShed the most forcible reason for establishing Normal 
Semi~aries, and for increasing the length of the attendance at 
<:ommo~ Schools: bunhey, on the contrary, recommended the 
abolition of the Board of Education, the schoollibr:lry, and the 
Normal Schools, and proposed to refund the money "generously 
contributed" to the support of the latter byMr, Dwight!! They 
appended to their Report the draft of an Act to carry these rec-
ommenpations into effect! 
In my humble opinion, all that has been written by European 
travelers against the people of the United States, their manners 
and institutions, will not depreciate the character of their civil-
ization in the judgment of reflecting men to one-half the extent 
that Will be done by this document al~ne. It appears, indeed, 
to contradict much that I have said in lavor of the Amencan 
people; and at the hazard of standing still farther cQndemed, I 
am under the necessity of reporting that it found 182 individu-
als in the House of Representatives of Massachusetts, the most 
enlightened of the states, t'O vote for its adoption. In poi!!t of 
fact, however, I have endeavored to convey the idea that there . 
is a vast extent of ignorance in the Union, and even in Massa-
chusetts, and this report signally sustains the assertion. 
But there is also another sid':! to the picture, which I am happy 
now to exhibit. The minority of the committee gave in an ad-
mirable report in support of the Board of Education and the 
Normal Schools. Some of the Boston newspapers warmly . es-
poused their cause. Dr. Channing published, in one of these? . 
an eloquent and cogent defense of them; and, in the House of ' 
Representatives, a highly interesting debate ensued on the mer-
its of the whole question, the result of which was that 248 mem- , 
bers voted/or tile rejection of tIle /irst mentioned R eport, making. 
a majority in favor of the Board of 66 members. 
THE BLOOMING OF THE TREE~. 
PROF. T. H. McBRIDE, Iowa Univer:;ity. 
A branch of May we have brought you, 
And at your door it stands ; 
It is but a spr<'ut, 
But it's well budded out 
By the work of our Lord's hands.-Old Song. 
Nature 'al\\ays demands attention, not always observation. To' 
those who bestow upon the natural world attention only, any-
thing abnormal, or simply unusual in form and appearance, is of 
value. T~ the 'feally observant, that whicli is normal is most 
attractive, being significant. ' The abnormal is instructive, and 
nothing, however plain, is commonplace. W'itness the number of 
people who collect "curiosities," all kinds of objects,f~om the bric-
a-brac that adorns the mantel, from objects of antiquarian fancy, 
down to the weather-worn . pebble presenting to the owner's: im-
agiI,lation som.! weird resemblance to some part or portlOn of the 
human form divine. Many objects of interest to the naturalist 
.are sufficiently bizarre to attract the attention of such people, -
and not infrequently in "curiosity" coilections are to be found 
objects which a: little information or inteliigent observa~ion ' 
would transform from mere ' ·curios".into sources of real pleas.-
ure and intellectual satisfaction. Hypotheses that would startle 
the wildest' theorist are often resorted to for the explanation of 
natural phenomena by men who seem compelled to think but are 
unwilling to observe. The vegetation that at t~e bidding of 
April suns and showers springs so suddenly and luxuriantly is a 
sta.ring fact and demands an expl~nation_ Indeed t!Ie' plant wor1d 
furnishes as many curiosities as almost any other source of supply 
and quite generally receives the maximum of attention and min-
imum of observation: 
An old gentleman ~f our acquaintance believes the earth berself 
end'owed with power tb clothe her surface with vegetation so that 
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were it possible for all existent plant life to become suddenly 
extiI}ct, mother Earth would speedily, by virtue of her mysterious 
organization, renew the face of nature This tl~eory is conven-
ient to account for the presence of weeds in gardens where good 
seed only has been sown, and is especially valuable 'as explaining 
the origin and extension of forests, inasmuch as many trees have 
no seed! A gentleman whose judgment in business matters is 
regarded as the best has concluded that different kinds of trees 
spring from soils differing in what he calls "vital principle." 
The trees are, many of them, so sly and coy about their flowers 
that we may hardly wonder at such theories, or that the idea as 
old as Pliny that some trees' never bloom has still a place in the 
.world. It is also to be noticed that trees, as all Ql:her plants, 
• bloom each in its season, and this season as regards ihe other 
life-work of the tree varies Widely. Some trees put forth all their 
foliage and push forth all , the branches for the season and seem 
'to set all the machinery of life in full play before giv"ing any in-
dication whatever of bloom or fruit. Such are the Linden, 
contributing the fragrance of its abundant bloom to the wealth of 
JuIfe, the Horse Chestnut, everywhere admired for its summ~r 
clusters of pink and white flowers, and finest of all the Tuhp 
tree with its tossing, voiceless bells. These all are richly provided 
with foliage ere ever a flower · bud makes its appearance. But, 
as already intimated, many most common trees have an entirely 
different habit. ' The perpetuation of the species is thel' a matter 
of prime importance. The flowers are pushed speedily forth on 
the ·otherwise naked branches, and the fruit, fer! by nourishment 
stored up by the tree the year tefore, is formed and almost ma-
ture before the leaves are fairly on their petioles. Such trees 
are the willows, the poplars, the hazels, the maples, the elms. 
The.poet Lowell shows familiarity with the woods when he says: 
The Maple crimsons to a coral reef, 
Then saffron ~warms swing off from aU the willers 
So plump they look like yaller caterpillars. 
This year away back in January the soft Maples near the house 
showed impatience and two or three warm days were sufficient to 
roughen all the branches with half-open flower-buds. In Febru-
ar~ some more precocious stamens could be restrained no longer 
and here and there was a maple bough in full bloom. By March, 
all restraint removed, the tops of the trees were dense with bloom 
and a delicate odor filled the air. The bees discovered it and 
the maples were resonant as well as redolent. And now, the 
first of May, the fruit is well formed and the leaves begin -every-
where to spread their hands. Meanwhile high over our heads the 
poplars and cottonwoods have been doing their best, swinging 
their tassels to the frienrlly wind, and "pussy willow bu~s," half, 
all gold~n with stamens half, dotted with pistils have been brush-
ing our knees by every swollen creek. But who has caught the 
hazel in blossom or knows the beginning of those ruffled and 
scalloped clusters of fruit that make glad the school boys' autumn 
holiday? Trne,_ in early spring, little tail-like appendages ·are 
seen swinging from some of the branches and in April these little 
cylinders have expa~d~d and produccd abundance of pollen,but 
no hazel-nut ever grew on adornments such as these. If on some 
warm day in spring when the pollen is flying we look carefully 
ov,er 'the hazel bushes we may find along the sides of the untas-
seled branches some of the buds crowned with the tiniest tufts of 
silken crimson threads, and these constitute the "better half" of 
th~ hazel's ' bloom. What a· "wee modest crimEon tipped flower" 
it is! If you have the patience every pair of the little t~reads 
may be traced to the embryo nutlet in the center of the bud. 
. Nutlet, did we ~ay, there is a pair of tnemi but one only usually 
comes to matunty. ' _ . . . 
The "builder oak" is a near' relative of the hazel, a family con-
nection, in fact, and while the public seem to have no difficulty 
as to the true relation of the acorn to the tree yet the inflores-
cence in this case also is practically cryptogamous. The oak 
runs not the risk of the hazel in allowing its flowers to be the 
sport of wintry winds, nor even in Spring does it seem to hasten 
more than is compatible with the dignity of such an honored 
tree, but very late in the season, at the same time with the leaves' . 
or a little earlier, puts forth from the tips of the branches the 
same sort of tassels seen in the hazel. Back of these dusty pen-
dants hidden in the axils of the leaves of the forming shoot appear 
tiny modest· looking sessile three-horned bodies which in due 
time are to bethe fruit. We may watch the growth of one of these 
little bodies as each .builds about itself its cupule ann finally as-
sumes the form of the well-known acorn, with its tough shell and 
single kernel. If now we take one of the little trifid bodies from 
which the acorn springs and make of it a thi·n cross section and 
examine with a minoscope of low power we shall find not o~e 
ker-nel only, but six embryo acorns in three distinct cells.. One 
germ develops and grows at the ' expense of the other five, but 
wh~ can say which one, or in what council was it determined 
that one should grow rather than the other? Why start six ovules 
at all when but one can reach maturity? And yet, just this course 
of growth is characteristic of the whole family to which the oak 
belongs. Manifestly in nature as we find it now there are,feat-
ures on which design is not written so plainly as some haye sup-
posed .. These are the questions that seem to have puzzled Mr. 
Tennyson when he wrote, 
That I, considering everywhere 
Her (Nature's) secret meaning in her deeds, 
And finding, that of filty suds 
She often brings but one to bear, 
I falter where I firmlYMtrod,--
But consider for a mon.ent another strange phenomenon con--
nected with the blooming of trees,-the apparent over-production 
of pollen. Many persons who never suspect the maples and elm~ 
of flowers have yet noticed the golden dust that covers in early 
Spring the walks and fences, is whiffed.about us' in fragrant clouds 
as ,ve pass through the woods, or veils with ~lmy layers the clear 
lfate:s of woodland pools. In the vicinity of Pine forests "sul-
phur showers" are common, and miles away the yellow rain falls 
ofttimes on unsuspecting farmers, ofttimes on lake or pond to be 
wafted into winrows on the shore. As in the case of the oak 
ovules we are ready to exclaim-To what purpose all this waste? " . 
It is a principle in Law that the ac:t declares the intention . It 
is presumed that what is done was inten.ded to be done. Men ', 
speak of nature and natural phenomena in much the same way, 
and so when we see that an arrangement in nature accomplislies 
a particular purpose we say that that is the object which that ar-
rangement is intended to effect. Imperfect observation may 
misleads us as to what is actually done and hence as to' the. PUl!- ' 
pose of any arrangement. Linnaeus thpught, and nearly .aU 
Botanists since until quite recently, that whenever stanfens and 
pistils occurred in the !'ame flower or near togetner the intentiQn, 
was that each pistil sho~ld be fertilized by pollen from its own , , 
flower. But more careful observation goes to show that in most .-
plants the intention is just the opposite, and that in most cases 
there is a special modification of the flower to enable it to be 
fertilized by foreign pollen, i. e. te effect cross· fertilization. , So 
that, where a short time since Botanists considered a eross f~rtl~ 
lized flower the exception, now they will hal'dly admit tha1 any 
exists without crqsssng. Now our commen trees are beautifu " '- • 
exa,mples of this very thing. 1 he direcious or ,monrecieus Bowers' 
., 
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and abundance of wind-wafted pollen accomplish cross-fertiliza-
tion thoroughly and the advantages of wide-breeding may be 
sufficient to balance what seems to us great waste of material. 
THE NEW SCHOOL M."/'AM. 
A TRUE STORY FOR YOUNG TEACHERS. 
"The schoolma'am's coming-the schoolma'am's coming !" shouted a dozen' 
voices at the close of a half-hour's faithful watch to catch a glimpse ' of our 
new teacher. Every eye was turned towards her with a scrutinizing glance, 
f,!r children as well as others always form an opinion of a person, particularly 
of their teacher, at first sight. 
"How tall is she?" exclaimed one. 
"Ho, I ain't afraid of her, nor a dozen like her,h cried the "big boy" of the 
school. 
"Nor I either," cried the big boy's little ally, "I could lick her easy enough, 
couldn'~ you Tommy?" 
"Yes, anq I will, too, if she goes to touch me." 
"Hush !,! cried one of the girls, "she will hear you." 
By this time sbe had nearly reached the door, round which we clustered, 
and every eye was fixed upon her (ace with an eager yet bashful gaze, uncer-
tain, as yet, wbat verdIct to pass upon her. 
"Good morning, children," she said, in the kindest voice in the . world, 
while ~er face was lighted by the sweetest smile imag:nable. "This is a 
beautiful morning \0 commence ~chool, is it not ?" 
'·'1 know I ~halilove her," whispered a little pet in my ear. 
.~ _ \ J.Vje all followed her into the school-room, except Tom Jones and his ally, 
who came in with a swaggering, noisy gait, and a sort of a dare· devil, saucy 
. ,look, as much as to say, "Who cares for you 1" . 
Miss Westcott looked at them kindly, but appeared not to notice them lur-
ther. After a short prayer, and reading a chapter in the Bible, she. passed 
around tbe room and made some inquiry of each one in regard to themselvei 
, and their studies. / 
"What is your name ?" sbe asked, laying her hand on Tom's head, while 
he sat with his hands in his {Jockets, swinging his body forwards and back-
!'ards. . 
"Tom Jones!" shouted heat the top of his voice. 
"How old are you, Taomas?" she asked. 
,jJust as old agin as half," answered Tom, .with a saucy laugh. 
"What do you study, Thomas?" 
"Nothing." 
"What books have you?" 
\. "None." 
Without.appeanng to be at all disturbed by his replies, Miss Westcott said: 
"I am glad I am to bave one or two large boys in my school; you can be 
. of great assistance to me, ,Thomas. If you will stop a mir.ute after school 
this afternoon, we will talk over a little plan I have formed." 
"'Fhis was a mystery to' all, and parti,culaaly to Tom, wbo could not com-
.prehend how he could be useful to anybody, and for the first time in his life 
,he felt as if he was of some importanue in the world. He had always been 
called the "bad boy" at school, and he took a sort of pride in being feared 
by the children ~d dreaded by the teacher. 
Miss.Westcott at once compr~hended his ~hole cbaracter,and:began to shape 
her plans accordingly, She maintained that a boy, who at twelve yean of 
;' ·age made himoelf feared among his school-fellows, was ~apable of being 
-made something of. Heretofore all influences h~d conspired to ma~e him 
ba:d, and perhaps a desperate character; she was determined to transfurm his 
character by bringing opposite i"fluence to work upon him; and to effect this, 
sbe m,ust first gain his confidence, which could not be done in a better way 
than by Jetting bim feel that s~e placed confidence in him. 
.When school was out, more than half tbe scholars lingered about 'the door, 
w~ndering what Mis,S Westcott bad to say 10 Tom Jones. He had often been 
bidden to remain after school, but it was always to receive punishment or a 
,Ievere lecture, and nine times out 01 ten he would jump out of tbe window 
before half of the scholars were out of, tbe room. But it was evidently for a 
different purpose that he was to remain now,. and no one wonde~ed what it 
could be more than Tom Jones. 
, . "Don't you think, Thomas, that our school-room would be a great deal 
pl~asanter if we h ,\d some ev~rgreens to hang around it? spmething to make 
it clieerful?" inquired Miss W estcott. ~ 
"Yes'm, and I !tnow where ~ can get plenty of them." 
"Well, Thomas, if you will have some here by 8 o'clock to-morrow morn-
ing, I will be here to help you put them up, and we will give the chil~en a 
pleasant surprise. Here are some books I will give you, Thomas, you may 
put them in your drawer; they are what I want you to study." 
"But I can't st)ldy geography and history," Tom exclaimed, confused; "I 
nev~r did ." 
"That is the reason you think you cannot," replied Miss Westcott. "I am 
quite sure you can, and you will love them,1 know." 
"Nubody ever cared whether I lealmd anything or not b,fore," said Tom: 
with some emotion. 
"Well, I care," said Miss Westcott, with great earnestness; "you are capa-
ble of becoming a great man; you are now forming your character, for life, 
and it depends upon yourself what you become. The poorest boy has an 
equal chance ~ith the wealthiest, and his circumstances are more favorable 
for becoming eminent, for he learns to depend upon himself. I will assist 
you all I can in your studies, Thomas, and I know you will succeed; remem-
ber that I am your friend, and come to me is every difficulty." 
Tom had not been brought up; he had come up, because he had been born , 
into the world' :md could not help it; but as to any m~ntal or moral cul~ure, 
he was as innocent of it as a wild bramble of a pruning knife. The fatber' 
was an mtemperate, bad man, and his motber a totally inefficient woman. At 
home he received nothing but blows, and abroad nothing but abuse. His bad 
passions were therefore all excited and fostered, and his good ones were; 
never called into action. He always expected that his teachers would hate 
liim, so he aroused anew his combative powers to, oppose them, and he had 
made up his mind to turn "the new school ma'am out of doors." When" 
therefore, Miss Westcott said she was glad to have him in her school, he was 
amazed; and that she should manifest such an intI' rest in him and give him ,a 
set of books, was perfectly incomprehensible to him. Miss Westcott . under-
stood his position and character, and determined to modify them. She felt 
that he was' equally capable fur good and bad actions, though the bad now 
predon inated. She knew that his active mind must be . busy; one might as . 
well think of chaining the lightning as bending down by force that wild spirit 
to his book~. She wonld give him employment; but such as would call out 
a new train of ideas and new thoughts~ He must feel that he was doing 
good for others' sake, and that he was not guided alon2: by his own wayward 
will, and yet there must be no appearance of restraint about it; he must choose 
to do good. . 
Tem Jones went home that night with a new feeli.lg in his breast; for tlie 
first time in his life he felt that he was capable of rising above his present 
condition and becoming somewhat greater and better than he then was. His 
mind bec~me mundated with new and strange emotions, and like a_ mighty 
river turned from its course-his thoughts and energies from that hour sought 
a new direction. 
Tbe next morning he was upwitb the dawn, and when MISS Westcott ar-
rived at the school house, she found Jones there with his evergreens. 
, "Good morning, Thomas," she said kindly-"so you are here bdore me; 
you must I;tave risen early, and I see vou have ' foul\.d some beautiful ever-
greens. Now, If you will help me hang them, we will have the room all ar-
ranged by nine, 0' clock. , 
"I have brl/ught a hammer and some nails," said Tom; "I thought we 
~hould need them." • ' , 
"Yes, so we shall; I am glad you thought of it," replied Miss Westcott. 
That day every scholar looked amazed to see Tom Jones actually studying . 
his book, and hear him answer several questions cqrrectly, and they were still 
more confounded whim at recess Miss Westcott said: 
"You will take care of these little children, will you not, and see t)lat they 
do not get hurt? You must' be their protector." 
One would as soon have thought of setting a wolf to guard a flock of lambs, 
as Tom Jones to take good care of little children. 
"Well," exclaimed Sam Evans, "I never saw such a schoolma'am in all 
the days of my lif~; did you Tom ?'.' 
"No," replied Tom, "but I wish I had, and I would have been a different 
boy from what I am now; but I am going to study now and learn something. 
Miss Westcott says I can, and I am determined to try." 
I was astonisbed to observe the effect that Miss Westcott's treatment of Tom 
had upon the schola~. They began· to consider him of some importance, and 
to feel a sort of respect for him which 'they manifested, first by dropplDg the 
. nick· name Tom, and substituting Tommy, which revealed certainly a mor~ 
kindly feeli'ng toward him. . 
In less than a week Miss Westc:ott had the so~ool completely under con~l. 
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yet it was by love and respect that she governed, and not by any iron rule; 
she moved among her scholars a very quee~, and yet so gained their confi-
dence and esteem, that it did not seem to them submission to another's will, 
but the promptings of their own desire to please. One glance of her dark 
eye would have queUed an insurrection, and one smile made them happy for 
a day. 
She adapted her instructions to capacities and necessities. And thus she 
went on from year to year, scattering g00d seed into the ground, and she 
reaped an abundant harvest. From many a happy home and high place 
came a blessing upon her; and there is no one who breathes her name with 
greater reverence, or remembers her with more grateful affection, than "Tom 
Jones," who has filled with ability one 01 the highest judicial offices in the 
Union, and freely acknowledges tha.t he owes his present good character and 
pOsit~on, under God's providence, to her treatment and instruction.-Selected. 
CITY 1"S. COUNTR Y TEACHERS. 
The- other day, the principal of one of the largest schools in the state spent 
an hour or two at my house. When he was gone, my wife said: 
"Well, I never want to see him again." 
"Why?" I asked. 
"Because he is not a gentlemen." 
"How did you discover that 1" 
"By his not treating me as a lady." . 
"Indeed? I had not noticed that he was rude." 
"He showed the worst of rudeness. He was indifferent, oblivious. He 
snubbed me by paying no attention whatever to my presence." 
"My dear," I said, ,"there is no man in the world of parallel education and 
acquaintance with society who snubs women in thought and action like the 
principal of a city school. And, what is worse, he is obli2ed to' do it." 
"What do you mean?" she asked in astonishment. ' 
"This," I replied. "He has the control a!J,d is responsible for the work of 
from a dozen to twenty women who would take advantage of him if he should 
treat them with the courtesy he would naturally extend to a lady. To pre-
serve his authority and manage his school, he is forced to be arbitrary and 
abrupt with them. Unconsciously this becomes with him a habit of treating 
all women, and he becomes unmannerly in society." 
"But what right have you to assume that- women teachers cannot be treated 
as ladies?" 
Just then, the Superintendent of our city schoLlls came in, and I appealed 
to hiin. 
"No teacher can grow without a constant study of her profession, and ac-
quaintance with new methods, new books, the best educational journals. 
Her course of instruction is laid down for her, and she would not dare to 
venture upon innovations if she devised them. So she attends no associa-
hons, reads no books or journals, and studies only the most comfortable atti-
tude to lounge through the day's work in her tread· mill. 
"There are some exceptions among women principals of schools and assist-
ant teachers in the higher departments, whe~~ the work is lighter and more 
varied; here and there, perhaps, are exceptions:n primary schools, where 
there is unusual capacity or vitality. After all though, ·the question is only, 
of vitality. The city teacher inevitably draws upon her capital of strength 
and nerve, and it is only a question of when she will begin -to feel the ex-
h'lustion." . 
"Why do you confine your generalizations so carefully to city teachen 1" 
a<;ked my wife, after a pause. 
" Because these influences are inevitable only in the large graded schools 
of the clly. The country teacher has fewer pupils, fresher air, better ventila-
tion, social position, and especially freedom to 'teach in her own way. She 
is more enterprising; goes to associations, reads, studies, compares, and grOWl 
as a teacher. All teaching IS exhausting, I:>ut she has opportunity to recuper-
ate; bhe may preserve and even develop all that makes life happy and wo-
manhood lovely." 
"It seems queer that a city superintendent should disparage his own scho?l 
system," said my wife, "making it out to be 'inferior to the despised c~untry 
schools." 
"It is not inferior. It could not be identical because it has to do with vast-
ly different cop.ditions, and its average work is done better. But it is at pres-
ent incapable of the best work, and the work it does perform is preformed by 
the sacrifice of the health and strength and loveliness of its women teachers." 
"And is there no remedy?" . , 
"There is, and we must resort to it as soon as public sentiment will sustain 
. us." 
" What i~ it?" 
"The employment of only those teachers who have special qualifications. 
and the employment of enough of those at salaries high enough to make their r 
work human, and their lives comfortable and respected." 
" When will this be?" 
"I don' t know. The signs are not propitious." 
"I am glad I am not a city superintendent," said my wife.-Sch.ol 11.,"-_ 
Idi n. 
"It is a fact,'" he said, "that very few of tbe women who teach long in our ENGLISH PROPER NAMES. 
city schools, retam the graces or the instincts of what we call distinctively a A recent London book, entitled, "The M~nners and Tone of Good Socie· 
lady. They grow hard, mechanical, selfish. Their pupils are no longer tn- ty," gives instruction in regard to the rigbt pronunciation of English proper 
dividuals to be.studied and stimulated and loved, but pegs to be put through names of the upper classes. These territorial or family cognomens are in 
certain movements in order to jump them out of the grade at the end of tbe some sort the shibboleths of the English aribtocracy, and he who trips in using 
year. Their effort is not to become better teachers, but to satilfy the super- them would naturally be set down as an interloper, born and bred without the 
intendent. They think no longer of their work, but of their position-how to pale of veritable society. Among the names whose spelling gives no clew to 
hold it, fortify it, better it . They will take every advantage they can ; f the their right pronllnciation, some are familiar enough through their use.as hack 
principal and 01 the superintendent~ And they must be treate,d arbitrarily illustrations . . Such are 'Cholmondeley,' pronounced 'Chumley;' 'Majo~-
and abruptly. Of len they must be snubbed." . banks,' pronounced 'Marshbanks ;" 'Cockburn,' pronounced 'Coburn;' and ' 
"Gentlemen, I thank you for your high opinion of women,: ' sniffed my 'Cowper,' pronounced 'Cooper.' Again, 'Mainwarning' is 'Mannering,' 'Me-
wife, indignantly. Leod' is McCloud.' In 'Elgin' and 'Gillott' tbe 'g' is hard; in 'Gifford' and 
- "It is not a question of what I think of women," said the Superintendent, 'Nigel' it is soft; in 'Johnstone' the 't' should not be · sounded. ! 1'D'Molly-
sadly, "but a questio. of fart as to the influence upon women of our present neux' the 'x' is sounded, and the nam~ is pronounced '~olynoox,' with a verr 
school system. It is usua ly our best, brightest, kindest girls who get posit\ons slight accen~ on the last syllable. In 'Vaux' the 'x' is also sounded, but it is 
as t~achers, and for two or three years they may 2row better, brighter, and mute in 'Des Vaux,' and likewise in 'Devereu~.' In 'K:cr,' 'B~rkeley,' and 
kinder. But I say to you solemnly, afler a long experience as principal and 'Derby,' tbe 'e' has the sound of 'a' in 'far.' In 'Waldegrave,' the second 
superintendent, that I would 'under no circumstances marry a woman who had syllable, 'de,' should be dropped, and s'o should ' th' in 'Blyth.' 'Dil1wyn~ is. 
tanght ten years in a city school. Her life 15 sappec!. She has exha~sted her pronounced 'Dill un,' and 'Lyveden' 'Liveden.' In 'Conyninam,' 
nenous ener-If>'. Her income of daily stren~h has failed her, a:nd she has 'Monson,' 'Monkton,' and 'Pcusonb}' the '0' takes the sound of 
drawn heavily on her capital. She hks lost her elasticity. Her life is, like 'Blount' ~hould be pronouriced as 'Blunt; the '0' being, mute. 
Mr. Mantalini's, one dem'd perpetual grind. should be 'pronounced as 'Buckan,' and 'Beauclerk~ or 'Beauclerc' is 'Bo- ' 
- . , 
"No teacher should instruct more than twenty pupils; no teacher can prop- clare,' the accent being on t'hefirst syllable. 'Wemyses' should be 'pronounced 
erly instruct more than forty. She has had from fifty to eighty. 'Weems,' and D'Eresby'-' D'Ersby.' In 'Montgomrie,' the It' is elided, and 
"No teacher should do that kind of work for more than four hours a day. the two 'oo's' have the sound of 'u,' the acci nt being on the second sylla~le. · 
. She has taught SIX besides the before and after hours. In 'Hertford' the 't' is elided and the "e' has the sound of , a' in far. 'Strachan' 
,,"No teacher should feel the weight of school ou~ . of s~ho~l houn. She sboulc:l be pr0l!-0unced 'Strawn;' 'Col<juehoun' is'Koohoon,' the accent being 
h~ no,position in society, is thrown into contact mamly with other teachers, on the last syllable; 'Beaucpamp' is 'Beacham,' and 'CO\ltts' is 'Koots.' . -An-
and whenever she is:addressed by an intelligent person from whose converse 'other formidiable name to the uninitiated is 'Duchesne" which shonld be 
abe might gain something, is immediately questioned about her school, till she pronounced 'Dukarn; ' 'Bethune' should be 'Beeton,' a~d in 'Aberga~elply' 
grows into a habit of talki~ of nothing else~ - he 'av', is not &o~nded. 'Men:liei' is pronounced • Mynges ;' 'Kno1l~' u <' 
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.K.nowls;' 'Sandys' as '~imds,' 'Gower' as 'Gorr, ' and 'Milnes' as 'Mills.' 
Finally, "Dalziel' should be pronounced 'Dee'al,' with the accent on the first 
syllable ; 'Chartres' is 'Cbarters;' 'Glamis'is 'Glarms;' 'Geoghegan' should 
be pronounced 'Gaygan,' and 'Rutbven' is 'Riven" We may add that the 
accent is frequently misplaced in pronouncing B ' itish proper namts, and a 
few of the words liable to mistake may be here noted, ,In 'Tadema' and 
'Millais' the accent is on the first syllable; in 'Clanricarde' and 'Breadalbane,' 
' on the second'; while in 'Burnett,' 'Burdett,' 'Kennaird,' 'Parnell,' and Tre-
mayne,' the last syllable is accented. As a rule, in a name of two syllables 
the accent should be placed upon tbe first , and the second should be slightly 
slurred.-:- Washington Star. 
THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
HOU! DO YOU TEACH SPELLING? 
'To flu Editors of the Weekly : 
·Are your columns open to "school ma'ams" who have questions to ask? 
' If 50, will some one grant a 'lasting favor, by telling me how to teach spelling 
as i~ should be taught? 
T.here is nothing in tbe whole course of study so difficult to teach, in -cpr 
experience, as this; and if some one could give me a hint or two I would be 





By A. A. MILLER. 
,'. 'Arouse the pupil's pride. ' L'et him once feel that bad spelling is a dis· 
grace, and half tbe battle is won. Children should be taught to avoid a 
wrongly spelled word' as they would a contagious disease. At the same time 
they should look on correct spellmg as a matter of course, and as not, in it· 
self, meritorious. A great cause of poor spelling is the very prevalent notion 
that it does not matter how a word is spelled so that its identity be not lost. 
t When pupils learn that intelligent readers measure th~ culture of. tbe writer 
, of a letter by his spelling, the first great obstacle to teaching spelling is,re· 
moved. 
2. Spelling should be taught in classes as a stparate study. It will do to 
depend upon other recitations in this particular, when it will do to teach read-
- ing,in connection with tbe grammar class solely, or when the study of geog-
raphy can be properly confined to the use made of it in teaching history. 
Not only should spelling be taught as a separate study, but lessons ~h()uld be 
assigned in advance of the recitation, Ibat opportunity to study tbem may be 
'had. Primary pupils cannot study; in a better way tban to write tbe words of 
the lesson on thei~ slates, and the words of tbe reading lesson should consti-
.. tute the spelling lesson. When the iessOJ has been repeatedly copied from 
the Iloojt, let it be written from dictation and afterwards spelled orally. Care 
is tO, be taken that as few words as possible be, Plisspelled, for errors are' like-
ly t~ be repeated. Let words in common use be fir~t taught ; words to which 
pupils can attach some meaning, giving new word3 as their fund of informa-
tion increases. M~rely technical words may better be avoided until there is 
. need for them. Besides these separate classes, all recitations should be, to a 
certain extent, recitations in spelling. When a new word occurs, have it 
spelle~. and defined. If this cannot be done, there is no use of tbe pupil who 
fails going further in that recitation until he con~ult the, dictionary. 
3. Pronunciation-that is, correct pronunciation on the 'part of the teacher 
~is a po'werful aid to the study of spelling. In dictating words, many teach-
ers are liable to pronounce so plainly as to be incorrect; each syllable being 
enunciated with labored distinctness, and an utter disregard of the laws of 
pronunCIation. If the pupil is unable to spell a word, he has only to say that 
he does not undel stand it, in order to have it so pronounced as to leave no 
doubt as to its orthography. Of course, he will miss this sallie word the next 
-time' he has ocCasion to use it. Carelessn,ess of pronunciation on th~ part of 
,the .pupils cannot be too carefUlly guarded agai~st. Vie spell ~ we pronounce 
• =-to a great extent. If part i-d-ple be pronounced with three syllables, it 
, . _ will be ipelle~ with three syllables; and if perspiration be ~ ronounced as if 
. tlre first syllable were p~s, it will be spelled in like manner. • 
4. A. fourth means to correct spelling is composition. A list of words is as-
signed for a lenon; the recitation to consist of the correct placing of these 
words in sentences. This is a very useful means of teaching the orthoerapby 
- and ~ ~f words pronounced, alike, but spelled differeptly, and of different 
·meaning. How often js ' the word principle used when principal is meant, 
and vice versa? So cur-rent is used for wr,rant, and the reverse. ,~ The ill. 
gument for teaching the spelling of words only in connection with their meaIi'-
ing applies especially to this class of words. The spelling of each examina-
tion paper should be carefully scrutinized, and misspelled words' noted. If it 
be understood tbat these efforts will affect the standing, carelessness in spell-
ing will be effectually done away. 
5. Good penmanship i,:; a most efficiel)t teacher of spelling. Many a person 
writes a word poorly because he is not certain of its orthography, and his 
penmanship prevents detection. A misspelled word looks worse when well 
written than if only scrawled. I l:ave seen the word to gdh,ty misspelled 
many times, but never did it look ~o utterly out of place as when it appeared 
in the rounded characters of a well· known writing teacher . . A gent1e~an 
who stands' high among the teachers of Wisconsin, in writing the diphthongs 
ei and ie, makes both letters exactly ahke, ana places the 'dot above and just 
halfway between them. There is nothing to be insisted on more strenuously 
than plainness of writing. It will prevent attempted deception as well as a 
great waste of time. 
6. Rules for spelling have a place among , tbe means of teaching this a~t. 
, Just what their relative importance may be is a matter of opinion. Time spent 
in a mere memorizing of rules is time wasted. Yet this is just what. many 
think 'to be their use. Their 'application to the' spelling of certain c1a$ses of 
words may be ':ery valuable, both as a means to correct spelling and i matter 
of discipline. Tbe application of rules to the spell ng of derivatives must be . 
practised until it becomes habitual to the pupil , or the rules are of no account. 
But there is a large class of words tbat is above all rules, and that defies all 
law. Such words as deHble and indelible; as siege and seize. The only way 
that 1 know to dispose of such worcls is to leam their spelling just as the mul-
tiplication table is learned. They must be taken by force and comrelled to 
submit. 
7. Pupils should ke~p a list of all mi, spelled words, and from time ,'fo time 
review them. Of course, the teachers will note all such, words, and frequent-· 
Iy bring them to the allenticn of pupils. 
8. And last, but by no means least, 'let the habit of consulting the diction-
ary whenever any doubt arises, be formed as soon as possible-not an unwill-
ing consultation, as is now usually tbe case, but a willing and cheerful search 
after truth. This habit cannot be over-eslimated. If it be once acqUIred, 
there is little fear tbat misspelled' words will find a place in any composition. 
-New York School Journal. 
THE HOME. 
PUSS} GREY. 
By J: M. D. 
Do you want a pussy,soft and.grey-
A tiny, gen'le pussy? 
It will not scratch or bit~, 
Nor howl about at night, . 
My little pussy! 
Do you want it? Tell me, pray! 
What's its name, you'd have me say? 
" What I call my pussy? 
And how big, and how old? 
And if the truth were told 
You'd wan't pussy--
Come and take my pretty pet away'? 
My pussy, you can have one any day-
A Tiny pussy' grey! 
You can get it and as many 
As you want without a penny J • 
Any pleasant day " . 
From the Willows by the brookside gay. 
. -Christian' Union. 
LIVE IN LOVE, 'TIS PLEASANT LiVING. 
Be not harsh and u'lforgiving, 
Live 1D love, 'tis pleas:;,nt living. 
If an aDgry man should meet thee, 
And assail thee indiscreetly, 
Turn not thou again and rend rend hiQ}, 
Lest thou ne~dlessly offend him; 
Show him love hath been thy teacher-
Kindness' is a potent preache~; 
Gentleness is e'er forgiving-
I:-ive in love, 'tis pleasant .living. 
, 
May 2.9, ) ~'8o] . The ' Educational ' Weekly. 
Why be angry with each other? 
Man was made to love his' brother; 
Kindness is a human duty, 
Meekness a cele&tial beauty, 
Words of kindness spoke 'in season 
Have a weij!ht with men of reason; 
Don't be others' follies blaming, 
And their little vices naming, 
Ch~rity's a cure for railing, 
Suffers much, is all prevailing, 
Courage, then, and be forgiving; 
Live in love, 'tis pleasant living. 
Let thy loying be a passion, 
Not a complimental fashion; 
Love is wisdom, ever proving 
True philosophy is loving; 
Hast thou known 'that bitter feeling 
Ger.dered by our hates' concealing? 
Better love, though e't r so blindly, 
E'en thy foes will call it kindly. ' 
Words are wind; 0, let them never 
Friendship's golden love,chord sever; 
Nor be angry, though anal her 
Scorn to call thee friend and brother, 
"Brother," say, "let's be forgI ving; 
Live in .love, ' tis pleasant living:" 
" 
- Edward r aptrn. 
THE M(J THER A THOME. 
There are many mothers, with dear children ' clinging around them, who 
often feel they are "tied at home." When 'Sunday comes and they feel a 
' desire to go to thp. house of prayer and to the public sanctuary of God, they 
often decide tostay at ,home, and with a sigh say, "I must stay with the child-
r~n." Wearied with the previous week's work , who needs rest more than 
she? yet her cares are not over. With weary limbs and heavy heart she 
calmly s~bmits to her lot. T oo often her labors in the narrow circle of home 
are not properly ppointed, and her sacrifices seem to be poorly rewarded. 
We would call the attention of such mothers to some ,very important consid-
erations. ' Remember a pure moral atmosphere is the foundation of all that is 
really good in life. T ake away the blessings thnt center in home and yOU 
take away the strong pillars of moral a'nd religious liberty, order and pca:ce. 
Man may be the head ofthe family, but woman is the head center of the n ght 
and po~er that moulds the destiny and growth of an orderly existence of the 
race. While she holds the fort she may'not understand fully the ground sbe 
, occupies, or knovy how much evil she is preventing. While the rough and 
billowy wa'les of a wicked world dash with madness and fury upon tbe shores 
of time, and the bark in which our, destinies is cast is tossed to and fro~ so ' 
near the breakers of the great maelstrom of ruin, tbis same motber who is 
"tied at home; ' stands at the helm. A tum this way and that guiaes the ship 
of society in its proper channel. Without the kindly guidance of her hand 
and the mfluences of her heart, the human race would go forth ready to devou; 
society, and bring to naught all the blessings 0% civilization. Think not 
mothers, your lot a hard one, or void 01 precious fruits. What you water 
with tears shall grow up into a marvelous tree of wondrous growth. 0, moth-
er, thank God for a home, and remember though it' may not have beauty, it 
need not 1>.e void of blessing. That which makes home holy makes 
home happy; and though the cot be humble and the roof be low, 
though there be no pomp or splendor, though it may not echo with ,the witch, 
ery of music or ... shine with the adornments of art, yet if there be tender love 
and unfa\ling kindness, and faith and zeal and fellowship with God, then 
shall th,e home hallowed by such influences, and crowned with the divine 
blessing, be sacred in the sight of God and angels, and, ever sjlcred in the 
me,"ory of those who there abide . • The years roay come and go, the little 
feet may walk their weary paths on distant shQres, but however scattered 
ab~oad, whether tossed upon the waters , or wandering upon the 'land, the 
sweet influences of home shall never be forgotten; and there spall eOlne 
from day to day to the heart of your boy or your girl the recollections of a 
mother'S love, the memories of the twilight hour of prayer, !he remembrances 
of sacred communion with God, and' the solemn utterances of his Word re-
Peated,-by maternal iips;' and tbese shall weave around their wayward hearts 
»onds tbat earth can never break"and shall link ¢em, in all their wanderings 
to mother and home, and through these;, draw tbem gently toward Ihat home 
where sorrow shall not enter and whence joys shall not depart.-Sundav at 
Home. 
-Mark Twain ' says that nothing seems to please a fly so 'much as to be mis-
taken for a buckleberry, and if it can be baked in 'a cake 'and palmed off on 
the unw~ as a current, it dies happy. ' 
M ASSACHUSE,TTS AND WISCONSIN. 
An interesting exhibit is made in the May number of the Wisconsin .7 our-
nal of Education, which shows the comparative standing of Massachusetts 
and Wisconsin in regard ~o general education. T'he statistics are diose of 
1879. The population of Massachusetts at the laSt census (1875) was ' I,6SI" 
912; that of Wisconsin, ' 1,236 729 , 
-, The following is the table of the comparative statistics': 
DESCRIPTION. MASSACHU, WlSCONSIN. 
Number of public schools. r 
Number of chitdren in .878 between the age. of 5 and IS 
years in Massachusetts, and between .. and IS yean. in 
W isconsin. . . 
Number of pupils of air ages in the public schools during 
187Q, ' 
Num1:ie. of pupils over IS years of age, u ending these , 
schools iu :1878, 
Number of pnvate schools iu , 879 . 
Number of uupils in a ttendance upon thes~ schools 
Number of chHdren in the charit.'lble a nd rcfo;matory 
schools, 
!'-lumber of State Normal Schools , 
Number of pupils attending these schools, 
N umber of incorporated aca demies reporting. 
N umber of pup,ls reported in attendance upon these aca ... 
delilies, a nd the preparatory dejm.rtments of colleges, 
A~gregate number of pupils attending the d,ffereDt school. 
above mentioned , . 
Percenta~e of ;l ttendance of the ch ildren in ]878 UpOh 
sJFITS. 
• ,5,558 







the public school~ , between die altes of 5 and I II:. years in 
.~as5achusett s and between 4 and '-S years In Wi'iconsin, 
Average lengih of public schools, in days, during 1879. 
Number of different teachers 'employed in the public 
schoo's, . 8, 749 
Average wages of male teachers per month , $67 44 
1). veragc wage; of female teachers per month, 33 50 
Tncome of school fund. ' 39,8' 7 57 
Amount raised by taxes for the support of pubhc sch ools. ' 4,'03,85' 65 
1.:otal va ua lion of a ll taxable property, 1, 529,521,014 00 
Percentage of the valuation of thiS property raised by . 
taxes for pu~lic schools, in mills , 2 72: 
E xpenses of superintendence of public schoots, $158.553 83 
Amount ofscho ,1 fund, 2: ,075, <40 '7 
Aggregate a mount expend<.d to maintaio public schools, 4,994,831 ... 
Cost per pupil a ttending public schools. 1:1 90 
.A~grega te t u~tion paid i.n the academies reporting, 300,698 S9 
Number of 11Igh ~'Chools reporting. 216 
Numbct' of teachels in these schools , 59S 
Number of pupils in these schools, 19,311 
Amount of salaries p .1id to the' prjn~ipals of .these~ schools ! 
in Massachusetts; and, to all· the teacheTS of. those in 
' Visconsin, . 
Num"er oftcachers- institutes, 
Whole number of d ays th~se institutes were held, 
Number of membe s enrolled in these institutes, 
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2,7J 3.992 55 
2;201,907 IS 




6,6 ~3 ' 
,The educational abomination ('f desolation of. the present day is the stimu-
laticn of young people to work at high pressure by incessant and competitive 
examinations. Some wise ma'tl (who probably was not an early riser) bas 
said of early risers in general, that they are conceited all the forenoon, and 
stupid all the aftel1loon. Now, wbether this is true of early risers in tbe com 
mon acceptation of tbe word or not, I will not pretend to say ; but it is too 
often true of the unhappy children wbo are forced to rise tQo early in their 
classes. They are conceited all the forenoon of life, and slupid alllhe after-
noon. , The vigor and freshness which should have been stored up for the 
purposes of a hard sti uggle for existence in practical life, have been washed 
out of them by 'precocious mental debauchery-by book: gluttony and lesson, 
bibbing. Their faculties are worn out by the strain put upon their callow 
brains, 'and they are demoralized by worthless, childish triumphs ' before tbe 
real work o~ life begins. I have no compassion for sloth, but youth hasmore 
need for intellectual rest than age; and tbe cheerfulness, the tenacity of.pu~ 
pose, the power of work" which makes many a successful man what , he. is. 
must often be placed to the credit. npt of'his hours of industry, butl to that of 
his hours of idleness, in boyhood. Even the hardest worker of all, if'he has 
to deal with anything above mere details, 'will do well, now and !lgIlin, to' let 
his brain lie faJ.1ow f!)r a space. 'The next crop of ·thougbt wilLcertaiJliy be 
al1' tbe fuller in the ear, and the weeds fewer.-Profts~()I' H.N.%I;Y. ' 
-Never answer questions in general company that bave been put to othenr. 
Never, when traveling abroad, be over,boastful of yOU! own country. 
Never lend an article you have borrowed, unless you have permission to do so 
Never llttempt to ,draw the ",ttention of the comllany upon. yourself : 
Never exhibit anger or impatience, or excitement when an accident bap, 
pens. ' , . '" 
Never' pass between two persons who are talking together, witbout an apol-
ogy. , . 
N ever en~er a room nojsily; never fail, to clpse the door after. llou, and 
never slam it. -
Never fd'rget that if you are faithful in a few things, you may be ' ruler over 
many. ' " " 
, " , 
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THE STATES. 
I,LLlNOIS.-The following is the program for State Normal University, 
commencement week: May 23, 8 p. ip., Annual Sermon before the Seniors; 
'May 24, 25, an'd 26, Closing Examinations; May 26, 10 a. m., Meeting of 
the Board of Education; May 26, 8 p. m., Class· day Exercises of the Sen-
iors; May 27, 9 a. m., Commencement Exercises; May 27,8 p: m., Presi-
dent's Reception. 
The annual commencement of Elmwood schools occurred May 13. Essays: 
Thi~tles, Minnie Purcell; Civis vs. Citizen, Mattie Barrett; The supernatu· 
ral in Literature, Hettie Coon. Motto of class, It, Limine. This class were 
required before receiving their diplomas to pass successfully the county super· 
intendent's examination for the teachers' certificate. Prof. Crow and all his 
assistants have been re·elected, some at an increased salary, none at a reduc-
'tion. 
Knox College has enrolled' duriog the past year 105 in the college proper, 
152 in the seminary, and 192 in the academy. 
Galesburg public schools will have 21 graduates this year. A new diploma 
is !>cing prepared and is to contain a cut of the high school buildmg. 
The Hmman Literary Society of the North'western Univt.rsity at Evanston 
had an essay contest May 14, for a prize of '25. 
Griggsville graduated four young ladies, May 7. R. M. Hitch's populaity 
as superintendent still cuntinues and we presume he will remain next year. 
The senior class at Morris Normal and Scientific school at its liecond pub-
liC; eXercises 'look themes from English Literature. Her~ they are: Enoch 
A'l'den, David Copperfield, Sartor ReIaltus, Adam 'Bede, Merchant of venice, 
Macaulay's Essay on Milton, Cotter's, Saturday Night, The Queen's Gar<!ens, 
Vanity Fair. Fifteen applicants attended the Morris competitive examina. 
, tion for West Point. Will M. Lytle of LaSalle was the VIctor. JlLIIles A 
.Loni of Ottawa took second place. 
'~t seems to be the opinion of the Alumni of the Illinois State Normal that 
tJiis year's reunion should be held the latter part of August. More particu-
lars in the future. 
Here is a sample inquiry: ·'HON. SCHOOL BOARD, Gibson City, 1//., Do 
you intend to make a change in Principle this year ?" 
Here IS a little self praise which another principal sends the WEEKLY: "I 
have been doing very affective work this year." 
A twelve year old of Maroa attempted to hang himself May 5 in order to 
avoid his father's punishment for truancy. He finds himself greatly lionized. 
Late atorms have completely destroyed a country school house in Ford 
county, also one in LaSalle. 
: Illiop;oJis has re-engaged Prin'~, Ramey and all the other teachers ,ex. 
cept firat assistant. That place will be filled June I. Applicants for it should 
have. a first iracle certificate. . 
Principal G. R. Laybourn is awakening much enthusiasm in Channahon 
public ICh~ls in the matter of literary and rh,etorical exercises. 
Peoria teachers took a steamboat excursion May IS to Copperas Creek dam, 
30 miles below the city. It was a good substitute for the monthly sociable. 
Rock bland reports for month ending May 7, 1,799 enrolled with an at-
tendance of 94 per cent. Cases of tardinesses, 78, neither absent rior tardy, 
75R. . 
A teachers' institute will be held at Harding. LaSalle cnunty, May 29. 
Many prominent educators of the county are on the program. "The main 
object of the meetinr; of tea~hers will b4! to bring before the county superin-
tendent and other leading teachers of the counly the work of the country 
teacher 10 all its varied aspeCIl." • 
The eastern townships of McLean county are to have an institute at the same 
date at Saybrook; Kindergarten, Map Drawing, Spelling Reform are amoog 
the subjects. Profs. Sprin~tead, Allen, Wilson, Cunningham, Stansbury, 
and Tear are among the participants. 
W. H. Smith of McLean county is to participate in the institute at Elm-
wood. Will county~ May 2:2. 
WoodIto;k school bas secured an abundant supply of glassware for the 
natural hiltory collection now making. The pupils of the school will give a 
, second entertainment May 28. 
Dwight High School gave an entertainment April 22, in which the debate 
'on "Is West Point Military Academy Necessary 1" was part of the program. 
Frof. lJubbard will be re-elected. principal of Dwight schools. 
Prof. Layne of Danville High School is elected to succeed J. G. Shedd as 
luperin~endent of city .~hoola. He with directors Calhoun and KimbrGugh 
are cond~cting on each Saturday examination, of applicants for positions the_ 
coming year. 
The Highland school board have engaged the following teachers for next 
year: Messrs. Adelman aud Oehler, Misses Rietman, Houriet, Todd, Liver· 
. more, E Boeschenstein, and L . Boeschenstein. They are to have ten months' 
school, which is a much longer term than most towns of southern Illinois 
sustain. 
May 23-27 is the closing week of the Southern '!lIinois Normal. An ad-
dress by Hon. Geo. R. Wendling is among the attractions. 
The AgricuJtural Board of Bureau county h~ appropriated "75 as premium 
money for the educatiunal exhibit at the coming fair. The items of award ar,e 
for best general exhibit, maps, and penmanship from graded schools, best 
general exhibit penmanship from non-graded Hchool, and best collection of 
woods, plants, and shells of the county. Individual prizes are off~red for pen-
manship, ph~n of school house, scrap.b:JOk, school program, geolugical speci· 
mens, state map, county may, plants of county, insecll of county, . and speci-
mens of drawing. , . 
The public schools of Mar.hall, Clark county, are prospering finely under 
the principalship of Mr. L. S. Kilborn. Mr. KilbJrn last week had a valua· 
ble supply of reference books sent to his school, through the agency 'of the 
publishers of the WEEKLY. A~ong them were one Webster's Unabridged 
Dictionary one Worcester's Quarto D;ctionaiy, three Worcester's Octavo 
Dictionari:s, one Lippincott'S Gazetteer, new edition, one set Allibone'. 
Dictionary of Authors ($25), and three Dictionary Holders. . ' 
Prof. T. J. Lee's ninth annual special term for teachero, at Loxa; WIll open 
the last Monday in July and continue five weeks. The curriculum has bet.~ 
extended 50 as to include botany, zoology, .philosophy, physiology and hYgi-
ene, chemistry, the elements of arithmetic, Engli;h grammar, algebra, geome-
try, and the science of civil governm .. nt. Sixty-one teachers ~ttended the 
special term last year. At t~e close of the term the county supenntendent,of 
Coles county will examine applicants lor license to teach . 
IowA.-Prof. Leigh Hunt was re-elected Superintendent of the Mt. Pleas· 
ant schools at the last meeting of the board, and his salary advanced. Prof. 
Hunt has made a good record the past year as an efficient teacher and super-
intendent. 
Miss Kate E. Neville, of Cedar Falls, has been chosen teacher of the 
grammar department of the Clarence school lor ,the term beginning iii 
September. 
County superintendent Wilson Blaine has our than1(s for a copy of ~he 
coun.e of study for Johnson County Normal Institute to be held at .I?w~ CIty, 
Aug. 9-26, 1880. Mr. A. A. Guthrie, city supt. of the Iowa CI~y schools, 
will act as conductor. Messrs. Armentrout, Brainard, an4 WIlliams, a!ld 
Miss Aimie E. DeSellem have been engaged' as assistant instructors. 
Albion 'Seminary will hold her graduating exercises at the close of the 
spring term, June IS. 
In one 8choql district of Chickasaw county twelve of the pupils have died 
of diphtheria within the past year. 
The first commencement of Griswold College sin~e its re-opening will rake 
place Thursday evening May 20. 
Miss Carrie Albert, a teacher in the MI. Pleasant schools, committed sui-' 
cide a few weeks ago. 
The work of rebuilding the east wing of the Deaf and Dumb Institution 
at Council Bluffs will be commenced at an early day. 
The graduating exercises of the Knoxville high school will occur May :21. 
The class of 1880-twelve in number-is a ine one. A handsome program 
of the exercises is before us. 
The Hancock Signal speaks the truth in the following: "Teachers wages. 
have been cut down in some parts of the county below reason. A teacher 
cannot change to ,some other employment in a day, without notice, and some 
first class teachers are obliged to either do nothing or teach school for w~es 
below those received by a common farm laborer. This is not right. How 
much can a teacher save out of $25 a month, after paying tioard and washing 
bills, fee. for certificate, traveling fare and board while attending normals and 
associations-and they are . expected to attend all ihese? If we have good 
schoolS we must employ good t~achers, and good teachers cannot be employed 
very long at ,starvation wages. We object even to paying low wages to poor 
teachers-object on the ground that they should not be employed at all. Hire 
good teachers and pay them fair living wages." 
Bellevue 'Leader: If you want a live, progressive school journal to visit 
you, once a· week, send,2 to S. R. Winchell, ChicagO, Ill., for THE EDUCA. 
'TIONAL WEEKLY. . 
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Mr. N. E. Griffin, LaMotte, Iowa, has taken charge of the educational 
cola~ -of the Bellevue Leader. He strikes the keynote quite forcibly in his 
introduct~ry. The following advice which he gives to teachers is worth reo 
membering: 
"Take standard educational Journals, and keep posted; be up with the 
time!. you can no more afford to be b: hind time in your profession or step-
ping ~tone than the commission merchant can pr<lsper by depending upon last 
y~'s commercial rep?rts as guides in ~isposing of his produce. Not to be 
posted to date is lagging, and a laggard loses Ihe race." 
Mr. N. Messer, one of Keokuk's excellent principals, ' will do institute 
work in Butler county this summer. 
The D-avenport high school will graduate a class of thirty-eight pupils the 
last of JUlle. 
Mr. J. C. Scott, Iowa agent for Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co's publicatlons" 
gave us a call recently. 
The Grinnell Herald of week before last published Mr. Harris' prize ora-
tion on "Edgar A. Poe," delivered at Oberlin. 
Prof. Knight is instructing the University graduating class ill elocution, 
OHIO . ...:...Prof. · A. W. Williamson has closed a very succ~ful school year at 
Mt. Washington. He will doubtless be retained. 
Col. De Wolf, of Hudson, formerly Supermtendent of Toledo public 
&chools, is the Republican nommee for school commissioner. He is well and 
favorably known, and Hon. J . J. Burns the present incumbent will have hard 
work to beat him. 
We learn that Prof. T. J. Mitchell has been unanimously re-elected Su- I 
perintendent of Mt. Gilead schools at a salary of $1,5°0. Judging from his ' 
past success, it is, a good choice, and the BJard are to be congratulated on be-
ing able to retain him. 
The Mt. Gilead Union Register has started an educational column. 
The board of Marysville have re-elE-cted W. H. Cole as ' Superintendent 
for three years. The futuw -prosperity of the schools is insured, with a milD 
of tuch ability and experience at its head. 
KANSAs-Hon, A. B Lemmon decline; being a candidate for , re-election 
as State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and several other names are 
mention~d by the numerous educational journals of the state. The most 
prominent of these we judge are Pr.ef. Thomas, of Topeka, and Prof. P. J. 
Williams, of Ottawa. 
MICHIGAN.-Professor Cocker, of the University, will sail for Europe June 
2, to spend the summer. . ' 
The announcement of the QUll\cy Umon School for 1880·1881 is nea\' 
and convenient. D. A. Allen, Ph. B., is superintendent, MiSs Carrie P , 
Church, preceptress. 
Prof. P. D. Cornell's many friends will all be glad to hear of his good work 
at Northport, and that it is appreciated by the school board, they having re-
tained him at an advanced salary from last year. The Association of North-
ern Kent would be glad to be remembered by Brother Cornell, and ask him 
not to forget "Auld Lang Syne." 
The report of the 28th annual meeting of the Michigan State Teachers' As-
sociation is a valuable document for every Michigan teacher. It is replete 
with the thoughts of Michigan's best men on subjects needed to be consider· 
ed. Every teacher in the land would do well to read A ustin George's 
"Classification in Graded Schools," and Z. C. Spencer's "Literary and Profes-
sional Training o~ Teachers," two papers unique in their ideas and reachi~g 
forward into a clearer educational realm. 
The joy-inspiring face of Prof. Olney is expected to gl:J:dden the hearts 
and his enthusi<1stic words stir the minds of those who attend the missionary 
convention at Saratoga, the last of this month. ' 
The high school of Monroe h~ applied to the University for an examining 
, Committee, so as to be able to admit graduates on diploma. 
It must have been pleasant to the lookers-on, at Secretary Evart's dinner 
in honor' of Dr. Angell, to have s~en the meeting between Mr. Cox and Mrr 
Angell, Mr. Cox exclaiining, "Why, Jim Angeli \" and Mr. Angell replying; 
"Why. Sam Cox Itt They were classmates at Brown Un:versity. 
Kent county has 22,366 children by school, census, and '10,463 Primary 
land. 
Michigan teachers will be glad to welcome Albert J~nnings back to our 
fraternity. He has a heart in full sympathy with teachers' work and is more 
needed by teachers. and the taught than by lawyers. The WEI!KLY hol~ out 
the right hand of fell~wship with a hearty welcome. 
The,Ionia county Teachers' Association was a royal sticcess-no~ in point 
of -numbers, but in interest and aims. Superintendent Ewing has worked like 
a Trojan to lift the standard in Ionia county, and is reaping the success he 10 
richly deserves. Ionia and Montcalm are hereafter to driv~ in double team 
in this good work. We bid them a hearty success. 
The May apportionment of the primary school fund of this stale has just 
been declared. The school census gives a total of 486,993, but, owing to 
noncompliance with the law, several districts ~re debarred from what would 
otherwise be their full share 01 the fund, and the apportionment is based on a 
total of 482,780. , The total income is $2l6,9,~4,60, which averages 47 cents 
per child. The exclusion of tl!e delinquent districts will also affect the ap-
portionment of the ,-mill tax. Of the 77 . counties of Michigan, 53 contain 
one or more districts that lose their proportion of tlie prim;uy school fund, 
through noncompliance with the law. Presqlle Isle county loses almost half -
what it should have, 257 of its total school population of 549 being excladed. 
or the 12,II8 school population of Monroe county, 232 receive nothing; of, 
the 6,256 of Huron, 148; of the 3.474 of Isabella, 146; of the 9,655 of Vaa 
Buren, 137; of the 8,281 of St. Joseph, 93; of the 8,109 of Tuscola, 102; , 
of the 2,515 of Mason, 104; of the 2,744 of Hillsdale, 105; of the, 12,137 of 
Allegan, 254; of'the II ,385 of Ottawa, II2; of the 808 of Mackin~c, 93; of 
the 2l,366 of Kent, 124. In thirty-nine other counties there are from 9 to_17 
who receive nothing. No report whatever was receive from Isle Royal 
County. 
Commenting on the above the Inkr Oceol: says: 
"Four thousand two hundred and thirteen children of school aee have beeD , 
denied their share of the Michigan primary school fupd, in the apportionment 
just made, because of the carelessness or utter negligence of school officen 
charged with the taking of the school census. making returns ,etc. It is high time 
for the people of distriCts suffering from this cause to call their negligent rep-
resentatives to strict account, and, if possible, hold them pel'lOnally liable for 
the loss incurred through their laches" 
INDIANA.-Prografl: of the Cou,:tll Suptrintmdents' Associatio.. To be 
held at Indianapolis, Jum 22d and 23d, I880. 
Tuesday Mornint"-I. A~ address By Prof. James H. Smart, Supt. Public 
Instruction. 2. Paper-Skilled Labor, A. C. Goodwin, Pres. of the Asso-
ciation. 3. "In what way can the Acts of the County Board of Edncation be 
made of more binding force upon the respective m~mbers of the board, aad 
be made to exert a greater inftuence over the community?" W~. H. Caulkins,. 
superintendent of Tippecanoe county. Discussion opened by Geo. W. A. 
Luckey, superintendent Adams county. • 
Aftemoo"-4. What should be the Qualifications of Supc.rintendents, aad 
ho;' should thc:y be determined? Jacob B. Blount, superintendeat Ru~,! ' 
county. Discussion opened by 'Oliver Bulion, superintendent Parke coun-ty. 
5. Uniformity of School Work throughout the State. Elisha B. Milam, 8U-
peri;ltenc.ent Knox county. Discussion Op'e~ed ,by W. E. Bailey, superinten-
dent Marshall county. 6. Report 01 committee on "Manner of Conducting 
County Institutes." L. P. Harlan, chairman, superintendent Marion county. 
7:30-Conference of County Superintendents and State Board of 'Education. 
Wed,usday-I. Of what Value are Monthly and Term Reports? Jno. W. 
C. Springton, superintendent Crawford county. 2. What changes and im-
provement can be made in (Jur manner of grading, and in the course of Study? 
Edmund B. Thornton, superintendent Lawrence county. Discuss.ion !>pened 
by S. D. Crane, superintenncnt Lagrange county. ' " 
Afternoon-3. How can we secure prompt, ,regular, aad full att~ndaace? 
Jason H. A~len, superintendent Vi go county. Discussion opened DY .Karon 
Pope, superintendent Hancock county. 4. Report of committee on "Uip10ma 
for pupils completing the course in the District Schools." John C. Macpher-
son, chairman, superintendent Wayne county. 5. Report of committee on 
"Gragation of License," by George A. O.bom, chairman, superintendent 
Grart county. I • 
The morning, exercises will begin promptly at 9 o'clock, and the afternoon 
session will begin, at 2 o'clock. 
WISCONSIN.-~11 departments except the high school in the Second Warei' 
of Manitowoc have been 'closed on account of diphtheria, 
One additional teacher Will employed in the public school at Bay View 
this term on account of increased attendance. Principal , Funk', success there 
is quite marked. 
MINNES01A.-Winona Normal School gt:!ldnated 16 in the Elementary 
cours~, 10 in the ~lementary course who had also finished the preparatory 
studies required for the adv~nced course, and five in the a!ivanced course. 
The 'exercises were attended hy, aa immenlle, throng. .&mong the, gu~ts up-
en the platfo~ were President SiJnpson aa~ Directors Pitclier, Wript, anel 
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Mitchell of the State Normal Board, P~esid( nt Peirce of the Board of Educa-
tion of Winona, Judge Mitchell, Judge Wilson, C. A. Morey, Esq., formerly 
principal of the Normal School, Prof. Gilbert of the H igh School, and the 
members of the Normal School f~culty. Prof. Phelps, who has so long been 
Identified with the Normal Schools, was unable to be present. He sent a very 
frie~dly note exp.ressing his continued intere.t in the work of the Normal 
Schools. The classes were addressed by Hon. Tb.)mas Simp;on and ,Hon. 
William.lMitchell. 
''I1he graduating exercises of the SI. Cloud Normal School were very inter 
esting .. Governor Pillsbury and six of the seven members of the State Nor· 
mal BOJird were preseJit. The graduates of the advanced course numbered 
seven-two ladi~s. and five. gentlemen ; of the Elementary, twenty, eight ladies 
and twelve gentlemen. the average age of those in the Advanced course was 
2.0 y,ears, in the Elementary, 21 ~ years. The class was presented to the' 
Board by Frofessor Kiehle, in a brief address . . Pres. Simpson responded in 
an eloquent and practical address. He was followed by Governor Pillsbury 
and State Superintendent Burt. 
A Illeeting of the N.ormal Regents was held May II, at which applications 
for the principalship of the Mankato school were presented from J. Wernli, 
LeMars, la., J . . Q. Emery, Fort Atkinson, WIS., O. Whitman, Red Wing, 
-Minn., John P. Paterson) Wa5hington Court, House, 0., Edward L. Harris, 
Port Jarvis, N. Y., A. H. Lewis, Andover, Mass ... Wm. Richardson, Manka-
to, Minn., and Prof. Fletcher, Highland Park, Ill. All these applications 
were laid aside and Ihe position tendered to Prof. Edward Searing, as previ-
ouslyannounced in the WEEKLY, by a unanimous vote. Prof. Irwin Shep· 
ard was reappointed to (he 'principalship of the Winona school, and Prof. 
Kiehle to that of S· .. Cloud. In connection with the appointment of Prof. 
Shepard .the following resolution was adopted: 
. " R~so/v~d, That, notwtbstanding the election of Prof. Irwin Shepard to the 
principalship of the normal school at Winona, being late in the season, gave 
him 1mt short time to prepare for his year's work, the board is fully satisfied 
lI'ith ~is work and much gratified at hi$ su.:.:ess; fully indorses him as an 
able lDstructor; and takes great satisfaction in re.electing him to the princi. 
palship of the school. _ 
A novel and important proposition was submitted by Print Sbepard in a 
retter 0 the president of the board. In substance he directed attention to the 
fact that the acad~mic year of the Winona school consisted of less than nine 
months, but that it was impracticable to lengthen that period, as many of the 
students had 10 depend for their support upon teaching schoOllD Slimmer. 
The faculty was, hence, dismissed early in May for an unnecessary long vaca. 
tion, and the institution , with ;UI its appointments, lay unoccupied and useless 
for: four months. As country teachers' institutes seemed impracticable after 
the clbse. of the normal school, and as no plan has been proposed for utilizing 
the I)ormal faculty during the long vacation, the writer suggested that a State 
teachers'· Institute be held at} he Wirion~ normal school hi May" 1881, to cO\.l-
tiuu~ n~t less than three weeks or more than four. The Winona prinCipal 
and faculty are to c~>nduct it upon the plan of the orain.ary sesSions of the 
9co.ool, the course of study to be prepared by the State and county superin-
,tendents, and the former to arrange a course of eight evening lectures. The 
The members attending are to ~ graded according to their scholarship and 
experience, and the model schools are to remain in session. The tuition is to 
be free, and the membership is to be open to all within a practicable distance 
from Winona. The - whole is designed to supplement the county institutes. 
The proposition was unanimoUSly adopted. . 
The Minneapolis Academy of Natural Sciences has been presented wilh _ 
tbe Morey collection of min~ls by its owner. 
. The Board of Regents of the State University held an important sessi')n 
last week, at which the Internal character of the University waS freely dis. 
cussed and some significant-resolutions were adopted. The sp!cial commit-
tee 10 whom had been referrc:d the maiter of filling vacancies in the facuIty, 
the consideration of sfudies, assignment of work, and the matter of increas· 
ed income, made a long and exhaustive report. The report was adopted in 
the main. It is as follows: 
UPon examination of the resolution raisiDi the committee, several questions 
'ppeared to be involved, which have been considered in ord~r, as follows: 
~. IN IlWARD TO DEPARTMENTS OIL COLLEGES. 
Y. .... ur committee assume that the colleie& of agriculture and m~chanic arts 
are, under the conditions of law and pUblic sentiment, to be maintained. As 
to the manner in which and the time when the special work of the professor. 
ship of agriculture should be provided for, the committee have not been able 
to agree, and are therefore constrained to refer .he matter back to the Board. 
r.Manu left open and. referred back to special committee.] 
As to the college of mechmic arts, it is thought best . to advise th at the 
Board employ an cxp~rt in mechanical engineering raiher than in civil engi--
neering as here tofore, upop the ground that the former branch of the pr?fes: 
sion is likely t) be of the greater importance and i~terest t? the y.oung men 
of our state. It is more likely also that the mechamcal engmeer WIll be com-
petent to take charge of physics. 
II. IN REGARD TO PROFESSORSHIPS. 
Your committee recom'mend that the scheme of departments of instruc· 
tion heretofore in force be amended so as to read as follows, subject to the 
consolidations -to be hereafter suggested : 
[We omit the scheme from want of space.] 
The following consolidations and exceplions iri' the foregoing departments 
are suggesled : . 
I. That botany and zoOlogy be·.in charge of the professor of geology . . 
2 . That history be in eharge of the professor of mental and moral phlloso. 
phy. . . 
3. That elocution and vocal culture remain in charge of the professor of 
English. . 
4. That public health remain in charge of the secretary of the State Board 
of Health. 
.'i. That no instruction be offered for the present in fine arts . . ' . 
6. That industrial drawing remain in charge of the professor of mechaniC' 
al engineering. . 
7. That c~vil engineering and architecture be in charge of the professor of 
mechanical engineering. . 
8. That in the department of Education a course of lectures upon the 
"Theory and Practice of Teaching" be given. 
9. That no instruction be offered for the present in business. 
10. That instruction in vvcal music be offered once a week through the year. 
To make these changes the following amendments were '!lade: Course of 
lectures on Practical Ethics to freshmen dispensed with; Astronomy transferred 
from tbird term junior to first term senior, and made elective; French in first 
senior year made elective, Geology taking Its place as a required study; Gre~k 
and Latin were stricken out of the senior year after hearing the professors ID 
these departments; course of lecture in fine arts, t,hird senior year! suspended . 
IV. IN REGARD TO FILLING VAC~NCIES. 
Upon the foregoing basis it is recommended that teachers be employed for 
the following departments: 
I. Mental and Moral Philosophy and History. 
2. Mathematics and Astronomy. 
3. Chemistry. 
4. Engineering and Physics. 
5. French. 
The rank to be assigned severally to these should depend upon the antece-
dents of the successful candidates. 
The teacher of French may properly be a lady, competent to perform such 
duties of a perceptress as are necessary. 
In regard to the department of LatlD your committee were in doubt . as to 
the intention of the Board. The election of assistant professors of Laun and 
Greek seemed to point to a consolidation, either temporary or permanent, of 
those two departments. But as none of the members of the committee. re-
called any expression on the part of the Board to that effect, ther ~elt at hbe.r. 
ty to advise according totheir judgment. and they have therefure lD~erted LatlD 
language and ·literature as a co-ordinate'department in the foregomg scheme. 
It is desirable that the Board take some action in regard to thl;! persomul of 
these departments. If the chair of L3tin be filled, one of the junior officers 
must be ~Il)ployed in other ,work than Dncient languages. .. 
Assummg that the same amount of ass.stan~e in German and English Will 
be provided for as heretofore, the work of the next year can be carried by the 
officers lately re·elected and the five above recommended. to be engaged, ~x· 
upt ihat in agricuhure, whatever it may be, four sectipns of physics and 
drawing for the first, and three sections of physics and drawing for the second 
term, and certain small fractions wnich can be best provided for at the time. 
[Agreed to but chair df Latin to remain vacant for one year. The work of 
that department is in charge'of the professor of Greek.] 
Your eommittle further recommend the consideration of the following ad· 
ditions ro the present work and to the teaching force: . ' 
I. That so soon as the finances of the University will allow, an 'assistant 
be employed to the profelosor of English, who shall be an elocutionist, and , 
who shall, und,r the supervision of the professor, conduct all the rhetorical 
exercises of the three lowest class~s and also the rehearsals of the juniors 
and seniors, and in the discretion of the professor, teach rhetoric and other' 
English branches. It is thougbt that such an assistant would be thus fuUy 
employed, and if a competent person, the u~efulness of the institution would • 
be greatly and very popularly increased. ' 
2 That a course of lectures be offered for the first year to all the students, 
and afterwards annually to some one of the classes, upon the theory and prac· 
tice of education. Many of the stuCients engage in- teaching during this 
course and more of the graduates go to teaching than to any other emplof-
ment. The reputation of lh.e University is affected, and we think b.~neficial1y, 
b;r Ihe yerformance of these teachers, both graduate and under· graduate. To 
aId them and to still further extend the usefulness and good name of the Uni. 
ve~ity, .we would recommend that a competent lecturer be engaged. 'flle 
UDivemty of Michigan has, if we are rightly informed, lately appointed a 
full Professor of Didactics. 
3· That there he offered to all the students instruction in vocal music once 
a week through. the year by a competent person. 
1 Concluded next weelc.] 
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NOTES. ' 
-Henry Jane, of Shullsburg, Wis."has accepted the superintendency of 
the public schools of Georgetown, Colorado. 
-The I:raduating exercises' of the Chandler Scientific Department of Dart 
mouth College will take place June 22. 
-Teachers of Drawing should ~end 25 cents to Prof. W. N. Hull, Cedar 
Falls, Ia., for ninety drawings, with circulars, etc., illustrating his popular 
system of inventive free-hand drawing 
"':"From the latest statistics, it appear.; that in M chigan only twelve' per cent 
of the n umber of teachers employed in the public schools, attend the yearly 
institutes held in that state; 'in Kansas and Pennsylvania, sixty, in Indiana, 
over ninety; in New York, nearly eight~; in Massachusetts nearly lhirleen; 
and' in Ohio, fifty·three. 
-Three presidents of educational institutions were among the four men 
chosen by the Methodist Episcopal General Conference last week to assume 
the office and duties of BIshop, vi z : E. O. Haven, Chancellor of Syracuse 
UniversilY, N. Y.; Cyrus D. Foss, Pre,ident of Wesleyan U~ivelsity, Mid. 
dletown, Conn.; and J . P. Hurst, President of Drew Theological Se~inary 
Princeton, N. J. The fourth Bishop chosen was Rev. H. W. Warren, 0; 
Fhiladelphi~. 
, -The Fourth Annual Session of the Columbus Normal Art Institute is 
'announced to open July 5 and continue four weeks. The special object of 
tne school is to impart a knowleilge of the broad and compreheI.l; ive systems 
of Indnstrial Art Education which have betn in use iii Europe for a l~ng 
time, and which are now being delI'anded in the public schools of this coun-
try. The course of instruction is specially uranged to meet the wants of 
those holdlDg positions as teachers of drawing, and other, desirous of doil!g 
so who have not had opportunities for extensive study, and of teachers and 
su~rintendents who wish to introduce this study III to their schools and give 
it intelligent supervisiun. The instructiun in all urallches will begin with 
the elements. Tuition for the regular cour~e, $20. Circulars of information 
may be obtained by addres; i.ng Prof. W. S. Goodnough, Director, Columbus, 
Ohio. 
THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING SATURDAY, MAY 15. 
-The German :umy is to be raised to a force of two million soldiers. 
-Forest fires in New jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania ~ontinue to rage 
with unabated fury: 
-The new Normal School building in California will be constructed of 
brick, at a cost not to exceed $130 ,000. . • 
-After a long and careful investigation of the affairs of Archbishop Pur-
cell, experts announce a deficit in round numbtrs of $3.800,000. . 
. -There are over 40,000,00-> standard silver dollars in the U. S. Treasury, 
which-number is being increased by about one million' a month. The prob-
lem is to know what to do with it. 
-In Western Kanso.;; the people are suftering severely from drought: In 
the counties of Grove. Wallace, Trego, and Ellis there has been no. rain since 
last November . .. 
-.-The indications that Congress 'will adjoulO this month are nol favorable. 
The republicans would be glad to secure an early adjournment in order to 
av,oid any further tariff legislation. 
. -On May u, the Senate of New York, by a _vote of 17 to 14, passed a 
concurrent resolution to amend the constitution so as to extend the electoral 
franchise to women. 
-The meeting of normal school principals and otgers particularly inter-
ested in norma]. W9rk at Put-in-Bay, Ohio, is now dc::finitely appointed to' be-
gin July' '21, and continue for tnree days and perhaps longer'. 
-It is stated on good authority that General Scofield, in charge at 'West 
point, will be removed, on account of his conduc~ during the Whittaker in-
vestigation, and praced in command of. the Military Department of the Mis-
souri, and General Pope, now in command of that Departme.nt, sent to West 
PaiDI'. 
-Dartmouth College is in luck. Benjamin P. Cheney, of Boston, the well-
inown member' of tlie United States and Canada express company, has given 
it '5°,000, of which '40.COO will be used to found the Cheney professorship 
of mathematics, and " 5,000 to aid in endowing the Daniel Webstt'r profes~ 
sorabip of Latin. A -special effort is being made to raise. f1;lnds from the 
alumni, and this gift'ought to insp~re them with g.enerosity. 
. . . 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
Some how, times seem to have changed in Chic~go, within a few years. It 
is not so vtry long ago that the President of the Chicago Board of Education 
made a spectacle of himself by boasting of the disgrace of the city 'which 
was brought about hy a ~ystem of "Economy and Reform" which savelifa 
few paltry dollars fur a few small politicians to cackle over, but involved the 
city in the dilemma which Mr. Wells deplores in his annual report. 
The report of Chicago Board of Education for 1878-9 is out at last. The 
pre;ident advocates increased school accommodation; and spelling "reform; the 
superintendent says that in this, the twenty-fifth annual repon, he confines him-
self to the statement of facts and results. The Committee on German recom-
mend that teachers be employed to teach German who are also comj>etent to 
teach Enghsh, that is, that German be taught by the regular c)~s teacherS. 
This the committee say would save $13.000 to the schools. A much simpler 
way to save this sum of money to the schools, and ten times its value in time, 
would be to drop German from the course. 
-The Union School Furniture Company of this city has just furnished ' the 
West Division High School with 840 seats and desks. This in the face of 
sharp competition. Last winter a portion of the:Armour street schobl build-
ing was furnished with the same kind of seats, and the perfect ' satisfactioll 
given there secured for them the preference over all othus in this contest, 
even those otfer~d at .Iower figures. 
--------------------A pathetic letter was read at the last meeting of the Board from Miss Mc-
Cafferty, who wa.~ injured six months ago by heing thrown down stairs by a 
column of boys while executing an exper.iment in rapid exit under tpe per-
sonal fupervision of ~Ir. Merriman, and at the sugges~ion of one of the Su-
perintendent's gtneral orders. The Board, after humming and hawing, at 
last voted her $210, the difference between her salary and' the pay of a 'sub-
stitute during her absence to date, which has been six months. One of the 
m"mbers, a succtssfullawyer, doubted whether the B lard was legally 'b.ound, 
and. cumpar<d the ca' e to that of a railway employe losing a limb in .an- ac-
cidl!nt, but he should know, if he kuows anything of the law of trespass on 
the case and t he history of such suits in this:country, that there could ~ot be 
r~ked out of the vilest slums in the city, a jury that ~ould not give a verdict 
for the disabled employe when the accident occurred through the negligence 
or incompetence of a fellow employe, to say nothing of its occurring. under 
the general order of one superior officer and the perilonal supelWls~on· of 
another. Miss McCafferty was at her post of duty doing l;xtra serVice under 
the orders of her principal, who was executing a mane.uver co.ntra'ry to well 
known 'principles of school .management, but he was-dolDg it as a d,utiful 
subordinate of the Superintendent. , That ~,~ss McCafferty did not 'die 'at her 
post was not the fault of Messrs'. Merriman & Doty, 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT .. , 
ILLINOIS-STATE CERTIFICATES. 
STATE OF ILLINOIS, DEPAIlTMEN'f OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 
SPRINGFIELD, May I1~ . 1880. 
Tol"~ Eailor of Ih~ WUkly: . " 
Please add to t!J.e list of holders of State Certificates published by ypu Jan. 
2zd and Feb. nth the following names, which, not having been . regularly 
recorJed, were not furnished you Wilp the others: '.. 
EDWIN C. HEWETT, 
Gr/lduate Bridgewater :N,oimai S~hool. 
James N. Patrick, June 29, 1864-
Granville F. Foster, July' 30, 1873: 
Wm. M. Crtchton, .. '" .. 
James Sullivan, .. ' .. .. 
J. A. ' B. Shippey, " " , ,I 
jas. B. Ryan, .. ~~ __ II 
James ·S. McClung, Ii " I'j 
J. A. Badlter, .. .. " 
O. P. Hay,. .. I, 
Wm, J. H . Hogan, II " II 
M. Elizabeth Farsen, June 29,- 1878. 
I am requested to make. the following correctiol!- 'in the 'names publ~hed 
Fc::b. 12: , .. . 
Shadrack C. Bond should ~ve been Shadrach C. Bond, and 'William S. 
Shipley should have been William S. Shippey. ' . . 
. , Very truly. yours . 
State Supt. of Public InstruCtion. . T.uus P. SLAI!jt; . 
The Educational Weeidy. 
fTo be read in Bchoo!.] -
A OFFSCOVRING. 
By ELEANOR KIRK. 
WELL, yes, ma'am, I have stole! • , "Why, John !" 
"Yciu asked me, didn't you?" 
"Yes, I asked. you!" the mission teacher replied, a sad, al-
most disgusted expression on her sweet, young face. 
"What did you ask me for, if you didn't want me to tell you? ' 
I could 'a'lied!" the boy went on in a stolid sort of It way, and 
yet with a ring of feeling in his voice. 
"No, you couldn't, Johnny," the teacher answered with a 
smile, "because you promised, you remember, that you would 
aiways tell the truth to me." 
"Well, I didn't go back on it,did I?" 
, "No, Johnny. Have you any objection to telling me how often 
you have taken things that didn't belong to you ?" 
"Mebbe I couldn't remember them all," the boy replied, "but 
I neyer lifted anything very partikeler. Once when the old 'wo-
man where I hang out got sick,and cried a blue streak for oranges-
and nobody had any money ,to get'm, I asked the old cove that 
.' kept the grocery store to trust me for a couple till the next day. 
He wouldn't do it, and that night I stole six from him." 
"Why, Johnnyl" 
teWhy didn't he let me have 'em, then?" the boy went on 
doggedly. "I'd 'a' paid him, 'cause I said I would. Anyhow 
the old woman got well off them oranges. " 
":rhen you are not sorry you took them?" the teacher , in-
quired. 
teWell, the old woman had to have them oranges, and some-
body had to get 'em for her." 
The teacher's face was very grave, and as her companion look-
ed up he saw the tears in her eyes, a sight which had a curious 
effect upon him. ' 
teDon't make me tell y,ou any more, please ma'am," he said, 
- dropping his eyes, while his face flushed scarlet. "I ain't noth-
ing but a off scouring anyq,o)V" iand it ain't. no go to fret about 
what I do. I was kinder dragged into this place, else I'd never 
a bothered you." , 
"What name did you call yourself?" the teacher inquired. 
tel didn't understand you." 
teyranny Leeds always said I was a off scouring, and so I am'." 
"What is an off scouring, John?" 
teOhl the leavin's of something that ain't no good." 
"Granny Leeds, as you call her; was very much mistaken, and 
yo'll are very much mistaken about yourself, Johnny," the teach-
,er replied. "You are not an offsceuring but yod's own child, 
and he is giving you a chance to make something of yourself. 
How much do you think .the things are worth that you have ta-
ken, in all, Johnny?" 
, teThem oranges was worth· four cents apiece when I took 'em; 
that's twenty-Cour; and then two loaves of bread I lifted 'for two 
fellers that froze their feet last winter, and a ~ackerel to make 
the bread go down. It's awfql tough to Fat breaq witliollt nothing 
with it; and. then a base-ball that was worth fifty cents, and all 
them things would make near hand to a dollar. I don't remem-
ber anything else now:' 
"'Well, John, I shall give you a dollar, and I want you to go 
to 'tnose places and pay for all those things"" , 
"Then I'll have to own up,'.' the boy interruptep, in his be-
wilder.ment relapsi'lg at once into slang. 
"Wouldn't you feel better to confess, Johnny?" the young 
lady inquired, not a little troubled at the effect of her words. 
For a moment the boy seemed lost in thought, and then lifting 
a frank face to his companion said, "I ain't never felt partikeler 
bad about any of them things 'cept the base ball, and that I 
could 'a' dl)ne without, but if you say so, Miss Lee, I'll give 
the whole thing away; only as I ain't lifted anything lately,' and 
don't ,never mean to again, they would always suspicion me, and 
make me out a thief when I ain't no such thing. Don't you 
think 'twould do, ma'am, if I dropped the money in them pla-
ces so they'd be sure to finei it? If you don't think so I'll blow 
the whole thing, if it takes me to the Island. 
"What will you do, Johnny, if somebody needs bread and 
oranges and you haven't any money to buy them with?" 
"That's a sticker, 'ma'am. I dunno." . 
"And it wouldn't be strange if something of that kind were 
to happen any day." 
"No, ma'am. There's something putty gen'rally to pay with 
the folks I know-" 
"Well, Johnny,. I will tell you what to do," the teacher re-
plied. "Here is my card, and when any of your acquaintances 
lare in trouble 1 wish you would come directly to me; and ifany-
thing is amiss with you at any time be sure and send a messenger. 
You h 'ld better come up to-morro w' anyway, Johnny, for I want 
to give you some warm clotheS', and then it will be easy for you 
to 'find the place next time." 
Johnny hung his head. This kindness had overpowered him, 
and not a word could he speak. 
_ "I'd,dn't mean' to hurt you, Johnny,; ' the tender-hearted tea-
cher hurried to say. "You are willing I should help you, are 
you not?" 
"I guess you had better ·let me git" now, Miss Lee," the boy 
replied, huskily. "You could knock me down ~ith a eye-winker~ 
You needn't worry about my remembering all . you've said; but 
just now I'm all broke up." 
• "And I can trust ·you, Johnny?" the lady inquired. 
} "I~, is ago, ma'am," the boy answered, simply. 
Miss Lee tucked a dollar bill in his hand, and Johnny hurried 
out of the building. , 
It took considerable tact and skill, ae well as time, for the boy 
to satisfactorily manage: the, business which his teacher had pro-
vided the money for. For instance, the grocer from whom -he 
had "lifted" the oranges had sold out to ,another ' man, ~nd 
Johnny was obliged to hunt him up. He was at last found, poor 
and ill, and the boy without a moment's hesitation confessed tHe 
theft and produced the moriey. "I guess I can make it thirty 
cents," he said, "and that'll be a little interest. If I wouldn't 
like to give you five 'dollars then you may shoot me for a crow." 
The ex-grocer was 'so surprised a~ Johnny's confession and 
subsequent generosity that he s~ook the boy's hand heartily and 
invited him to step in again soon, which - the lad . promised as 
heartily to db. . 
By nightfall these "back debts," as Johnny naively called 
'them, were all settled, anc~ tlien, after a scantY 'meal, the boy 
started out with his evening papers. About quarter to eight he 
had sold out, and then, as fast as his feet would carrv him he 
hurried to the neigeborhood of the Academy of Musi~ to w'atch 
the, people go into the building. It was opera night, and this -
was one of johnny' s greatest pleasuJes; and so, with his back to a 
lamp-P?St, he gave himself up to the delight of watching the 
the. gay throng. Johnny wondered what it would be like to 
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drive round in luxurious carriages and have plenty of money to 
spend 'on fine c1oth!-s. He thought of the bread and herring he 
had eaten for his supper, and tried to imagine what it would be 
like to have tur.key and cranberry sauce everyday. Every Chrisl-
mas Johnny had turkey and cranberry sauce for his dinper, and 
he knew from experience how nice they were. He had once 
ridden in an ambulance with a friend of his-a newsboy-who 
had been run over by an eXEress wFigon, and this was the nearest 
approach to 'a carriage ride that Johnny had ever enjoyed. He 
wondered, as he watched these happy, gayly dressed people, why 
it was that some people had all they wantt'd while others were 
cold and hungry, and sometimes starved to death. This was 
. not the first time that Johnny had been perplexed with such 
thoughts, but they h~d never made him feel quite so uncomforta-
ble as on this occaSion. He called to mind the warm under-
clothing and tidy jacket and pants which Miss Lee had given 
him that day, and tried to comfort himself with the thought that 
there wa3 one person in the wOlld who cared for him. 
There had been a heavy fall of snow that day, and as Johnny, 
stilI absorbed with his thoughts, started to cro>s the street he saw 
something sparkle in the snow at the the side of the crossing. 
There had been a rush ()f carriages, and a few had not been able to 
pull up at the curb. As he picked it up he saw that it was an 
ornament in the shape of a cross, and studded with diamonds. 
Johnny knew they were "shiners," as he fa led them, as soon 
as he looked at them, so with his heart in his throat he tucked 
the .precious jewel in his pocket, stilJ holding it firmly in his 
hand. Johnny's ambition had been to start a coffee and cake 
establishment where newsboys could be entertained at low rates. 
For more th~n a year he had nursed this project, and here was a 
chance to carry It ~nto execution. There were;: nine stones in the 
_ cross. Disposing of one at a time so 'as to avoid suspicion, the're 
was. money enough to last him "for years and years" . he told 
hi~self. It puzzled him to know where he could keep the shin-
ers~ for ther~, wasn't a soul among his acquaintances whom he 
dare trust with the secret. Not unt·il he had clept into his pov-
erty-striken bed, with his treasure carefully hidden a~0ng the 
straw, did: the thought occur that he ought to try and find an 
owner for it. Then followed a hard battle between the natural 
honesty of .the lad and his very natural desire for creature com-
forts. 'The person who could wear a gold thing like that "chOCK 
full of shiners," he said to himself, "must have money enough 
to buy more shiners.," Here he was, cold and hungry half ,of 
the time, with no prospect before him but to be always hungry, 
if not always cold; and here were these "shiners" which would 
s ~t him up in business arid give him a chance to ' help the boys., 
Johnny honestly wanted to' help the boys. Why should he find 
the o,wner of this cross when he had nothing and the owner had 
eve.rything? This fight continued until it was time for the lad 
te start out for his morning papers. All through the busiest part , 
of the forenoon the battle still raged, and the new~bQY's tho::ghts 
were so occupied with his new found riches that he almost forgot 
~to attend to his customers. About half past ten, as he crossed 
City ;Hall Park, he noticed a gentleman in earnest conversation · 
with another gentleman, and as he passed he heard the words 
"diamond cross" spoken. Joh1:ny slackened his pace and li~-
tened. · . 
"The diamonds were all of the first water," the gentleman said. 
lilt was a present to my wife from her father, and she!s terribly 
cut up at the loss. I don't suppose we shall ever find it. " 
lIyou will advertise it, won't you?" his companion inquired. 
"Oh, of course," the gentleman replied, "but more than 
likely it has fallen into dishonest hands, and unless the !ew~rd 
is made equal to the value of the diamonds we shall probably 
never see them," 
When the gentlemen separated the one who was interested in' 
the diamonds entered the City Hall, and after a little inquiry 
Johnny discovered that this gentleman held a very honorable 
office in the city department. After finding this out the lad took 
a turn round the Park to think it over again. 
"Granny Leeds said I was an offscouring, and Miss ,Lee says I ' 
ain't," he argued to himself. "If I keep these shiners Granny '11 
?e right and Miss Lee'll be wrong. She said the Lord was giv~ . 
tng me a chance to make something of myself. Well, now, the 
question is, am l or. am I not a offscouring? If I keep these 
shiners I am, if I give them up I ain't. Well" I ain't/" ' and 
with these words on his lips Johnny started for the gentleman's I 
office. Nothing daunted, he entered, and presented hiinself at 
the desk. 
'Some o(your folks have lost something, ain't they?' he asked. 
"They have," said the gentleman. 
"Will yer honor tell me what it is like?" 
;'It is a gold cross set 'with diamonds," and' the gentlem~n de-
scribed the relative position of the stones. It was lost either in 
the Academy of Music last night, o-r on the way to or from that 
place." 
Johnny's coat was off in a twinkling, and with a rip at the ' 
stitches which confined his treasure he took it out ' and put on his 
coat again. "I s'pose this is it, , he, said, handing -it to the gen-
tleman. "I wanted to keep them shiners awful bad," he con-
tinued. "They'd 'a'set me up in business, them shiners w~uld, 
but you see) couldn't get to be such a offscouring as that, though 
I have been trying to be a thief all night lo~g. If I was YOUr' 
folks,' he went on, 'I'd get a stronger string to hold. them shiI\-
ers, for fear they'd be gone for good and all next time. ' 
'What is your name?' the gentleman inquired; as the laq,with 
his cap in his' hand, stood modestly before him. . 
'John Resney,' th'e boy replied. 
'Have you a father and mother?" 'was the next question. 
'Nobody, yer 'honor, but myself.' 
'Which would you prefer to do, Johnny,' the gentleman next 
inquired; 'go into business or go to school?' 
. 'Why, I would ruther go to school, ten to one,' saiq Johnny, 
'but there ain't no show 'for that.' 
'We will . see~' sa~d the gentleman. 'Will yori 'come into' my 
office; Johnny, untIl I see what is best to be done?' 
"Yes, sir,' Johnny replied, the tears starting to 'his eyes. 
'I shall want you to go home with me in an hour or two, and 
give my wife her diamonds. and see what she thinks of you.' 
. 'Alrright,' said Johnny, brushing away ~he tears. 'Anything 
to do now, yer honor." 
. The following Sunday Johnny went to the Mission School for 
the last !ime,and in such good clothes that Miss I:.ee hardly knew " 
him. The grateful boy tpld his teacher ' all that had liaPPebict . "~M. 
and concluded as 'follows: ... 
"I am going awa}" to school to-m.6rrow, and if I've got the 
learning stuff it) me I can go to college; but, Miss Lee, if it' 
hadn't been for you arid God I ~hoiild have been a off scouring , 
all, the days of my. life."-Chnstian Urn·on. ' 
-Food {orrerentarice: Mince-pie eaten late at night, 
-How to find out what's in a name: Put it aD the·hick oE a Dote. 
h 
-1 Whj is a {our-q~ ' meU\lre like a lady's side-saddle? Because it' J'ast 





UNIVERSITY OF MiCHIGAN, 
SCHOOL 'OF PHARMACY. 
A GRADED COURSE of Two Collegiate Years, nine months each, with daily lectures and recitations. IN 
THE LABORATORIES, four to five hours daily, t~rough the cours"; Three Semesters of Chemical Work; One 
Semester of MicroDotanical work, and One Semester of Pl.larmaceutical Work. 
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Folding and Lock 
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Woed doweled to A 40 page book of new, hri:{l)t, 
ringing, hopeful, helpful, happy songs. 
Words and music. Send 10 cents for 
specimen copy. 
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From PHIN. A. E. BOUHNE, Woodstock, in. 
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'Froin Ecle lie Teacher, Louisville, Ky 
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Fr~m PHIN. J . N. WILKINSON, Peoria, 111. 
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wrote the topics. It vexes .me to think that I dId not have 
yourl,-so much neater, and cheaper, and better." 
POINTS. 
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6. They -are practical. C C 
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GlFen In Coll~te and POlit-graduate studies, In Theology, 
Law, and Bedtcll;e the choicest of Eastern :A:d-.an-
tap.. AdlIieu XU Rllitl;'ar. ,-
. PL! IS. DI!LOG1JES & T!BLE!1JX. 
For-Schools and Amateun, of auitable length, from tlramas 
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O:a::ZOA~C>, ZLL, 
I 
Teachers 'of acknowledged ability in their.several depatt-
me~~~ have heen secured in the following branches; . 
Plano, Organ . Violin. Violoncello. Cornet, Guitar; :Zither, -
Elute and Piccolo, Vocal Culture •. Harmony, Counterpoint, 
Fug'e, Composltion, Thorough-ba~s. Reading at Sight', ana 
all other branches of Mu~ic; also Elocution, French, 
German, Itali n and Spanish. -
I'ull information concerning the institution and its manage 
ment can he obtained bv Inquiring at W . W. 'Kimball's 
Mw.ic Warerooms, Cor. SteiL ~:rJ.d _~.dallls Streets, and at the 
Conservatory . 
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mo., cloth . Price, 31.25. 
Health and Healthy H .. mes, a Guide to Domestic 
Hygiene. By l?eorge Wilson; A. M., M. D . . 3'4 PI!. '12 
, mo., cloth. PrIce, '1.5°, " . 
Water Analysl8. for Samtary Purposes. I2 mo., cloth, _I. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON. 
Publisher, Bookseller and Importer, 1012, Walnut St. 
Philadelphia. . 
I 'OWA COLLEGE, Grinnell, Iowa. For catalogue, etc., address the President, GBo.F.MAGOUN, D.D. [chy 
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W/zatt,o Read • 
A ftd survey of Current Literature, enabling any 
one, at an hour's reading, to make 'a discriminate 
selection of books for ,himself or his friends, or t·) 
converse mtelligently on the literary topics of the 
day, is giv"n in the Literary Mws, issued month-
ly, subscription price oilly Jiltv celtts per yc!ar. 
The reg~lar featurc!s of. the Journal are 
T41'U Priu Quutions . 
011 ~hoice of bOOKS and other literary subjects; the 
freshest new. on books and authors; lists of new 
publications; co~rses of .reading; q u )tation, a!ld 
critical comments from leading journals; charac-
teristic' extracts; sketches 'and anecdoles of conto!m· 
porary authors, etc., etc. _ 
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